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in the viva voce vote seemed to take WILL
Senator Root by surprise.
As the Washington contests were

WEARY ROUTINE OF TODAY IS
L EAD 1NG TOWARD COMPLETION

OF THE CONVENTION'S

YORK

Brilliant Oratory and Spontaneous Wit
From the Floor are Features of
The Proceedings
ALLEN

STATES

POSITION

OF INSURGENTS

Boiled the Party
They do not Wish (o go Upon Record as Having
but Cannot do More Than sit and Look on While Steam Roller
Gets in its Crushing Work, He Declares Hoots and
Cheers Give Him a Welcome and Chairman is. Hard
Put to it to Preserve Semblance of Order

Chicago, June 22. It was the hope
of the party leaders as the fifth day
of the republican national convention opened to conclude the work late
tonight., .Before going to the convention hall, Governor Hadley conferred
for some time with Colonel Roosevelt
"I shall remain in the convention,"

said the governor. "Whether I shall
join any party hut the republican party is a question."
Colonel Roosevelt gave little heed
today to the proceedings of the convention, bending his efforts chiefly
toward the formation of the new party.
Western Man for Vice President
Aa to a vice presidential candidate
Bentiment had not yet crystaliaed this
morning in favor of any one aspirant.
It was generally conceded, however,
that New York, 75 of whose delegates
had supported President Taft
in the convention, was entitled to the distinction of naming
the candidate. Though Vice President Sherman's chances loomed large,
there was a feeling among some of
the New York delegates that another
nominee could he named who would
develop greater strength in the western states.
"Sherman or some man west of the
Missisissippi," was as definite an answer aa any one in position to be informed would give to the vice presl-'den- t
question. Lawrence Y. Sherman
of Illinois was brought into the light
of possibilities as a part of the
program put forward today.
Not more than 100 delegates were
in their seats at 9:45 o'clock. The
galleries were practically empty. Not
a single official had put In an apexcept Sergeant-at-Arm- s
pearance
was
busy conferring with
Stone, who
his assistants and the convention po-

"All aboard."
ew
Hill of
Rev. John Wesley
York, opened the proceedings with
prayer. As Dr. Hill concluded sore
one in the tRllery yelled "too', toot,"
and there was much laughter. The
good nature which prevailed all of
yesterday afternoon was again evi-

DEMOCRACY

concluded "Merrilly We Roll Along," HE MUST BE HAVING A HARD
and "Rambled" were added to tha
TIME JOINING ADJECTIVES
vocal program. After the Washing
AND SUCH
ton contests had been decided thert
was a lull in the proceedings.
Victor Rosewater. retiring chair- - MAY
LACK
INSPIRATION
'man of the republican national com
mittee, appeared on the floor In the
mids't of the' delegation where th ANYHOW SOMETHING IS DELAYING THE FORMER CANDIDATE
delegates were making" a great fuss
over him, shaking hands and patting
IN HIS WORK
him on the back. It was another evidence of the wave of good humor
New York, June 22. Alton B. Parwhich had swept over the convention ker who has been
picked by the arsince yesterday.
of the democommittee
rangements
As the wait for further reports concratic national committee for temporbetinued, the California delegates
ary chairman of the Baltimore congan to shout" "We Want Teddy" and vention, was
working on his speech
in a moment the Roosevelt delegates to be
in Baltimore and dedelivered
throughout the hall were standing on nied himsielf to vistors. His secretary
their chairs joining in the shout.
said that the judge would leave for
The galleries took part, in the up- Baltimore
tonight or tomorrow. Judge
roar. A huge placard was lowered Parker has made no comment on Mr.
over the balcony rail bearing in big
liryan's .opposition.
black letters, "What Root said of the
Penrose machine, a corrupt and crim
Baldwin Asks for Harmony
inal combination masquerading under
New Haven, Conn., June 23. Govthe name jof the republican party.'.
uor Fitneort IValdwin today sent a
When the crowd caught sight of it reply to Colonel Bryan in reply to
there was a roar, but police rushed the Iatter's appeal that the governor
down on the banner and the man who oppose Alton B. Parker as temporary
had placed it there was out of sight. chairman of the Baltimaore "convenIt was 11:47 when the last of the tion aa follows:
Washington cases waB disposed of "It does not seem to me that the
and at 12:35 the session was still in course you suggest would promote
It was an unofficial re harmony at Baltimore. The republisuspension.
cess, delegates moving about the floor can party has been visibly destroying
and gathering in groups. But there itself at Chicago. The '.storm center
was little sign of impatience.
has been the action of its national
The convention was called to order committee in planning for the organiI should reSpain at 1:39 p. m. after a loss of zation of its convention.
Root
to
Chairman
unwise
as
a similar
two
hours.
it
gard
agitate
nearly
announced that the credentials com- cause of difference respecting action
mittee had finished its work on the of the democratc national committee.
contests. Secretary Gleason read a "The democratic) party of the Unistatement from the chairman of the ted States stands for three things:
"I. Opposition to grants of special
committee, to the effect that all reto special interests.
been
privileges
had
contests
evidently
maining
"2. Opposition to centralization of
consent
abandoned.
By unanimous
all remaining cases except those in power at Washington by encroachTexas were placed on the permanent ments on the rightful spheres of the
states.
roll.
"3.
from
Economy in public expendiThe Taft delegates-at-largtures.
conthe
Texas were seated by
"All those who believe that these
vention. First Texas district there
should be steadfastly mainprinciples
Taft
the
no
.

dent.
The convention received the credentials committee reports on contests "as follows:
Mississippi, at large, Second, Fifth,
Sixth and Seventh districts;1 North
Carolina, Fourth district; Oklahoma,
Third district; Tennessee, Second
district; Washington' at 'large, First,
Second and Third districts.
During the proceedings B. H. Howard, a negro delegate from Mississippi, said, "I make the point of order
that the steam roller is exceeding the
was
speed limit."
minority report;
There was a gale of laughter, re- delegates were seated. Second Texas
newed when Chairmnn Root said he district unanimous report favorable
was prepared to rule on the point. to the Taft delegates, adopted and
"The point of order," he said, "is well the delegates seated.
taken."
In the Third Texas district the
When the laush had subsided, Sen- contestants, "Roosevelt delegates, unator Root added: "The justification is animously favored by the committee
that we have some hope of 'starting were seated amid great noise.
home on Sunday."
Fourth, Fifth and Seventh districts
The statement brought forth a of Texas, Taft ,delegates seated.
cheer.
Eighth and Ninth Texas districts
When the Washington contest for the committee's report. whs adopted.
delegatea-at-largwas brought up a
Permanent Organization- - ?
conference was held on the platform
The report of the ., committee n
to arrange for debate' on the motion permanent organization, recommends,
and bedlam broke loose on the floor. Ing. that the temporary- list,- headed
Toot, toot,"
choo, choo, choo, by Senator Root, be made permanent,
"
toot, toot."
was adopted. Senator Root came foritt
What about ward amid deafening noise of cheers,
the 'mo
"Slip her
the speed limit'"
whistling, boomg and other signs of
The dem"Sand the trae',;,
.Vaison, you'r? approval and disapproval.
several
mfnutes,
slipping."
lasted
onstration
Starting somewhere in the .rear the Mr. Root standing smiling, waiting
crowd began to sing "Nearer My God for the noise to. subside.to Thee," and it swelled into a chorus,
lice.
When at last it became quiet, Mr.
There was talk of an attempt at a followed
by "Lead
Kindly
Light, Root made a brief speech of thanks.
Roosevelt demonstration. Chairman LAmid the Encircling Gloom." Anoth He introduced Henry J. Allen of
er chorus, across the way, caught the Kansas to make a statement.
Root issued orders to the sergeant-at-arm- s
and the police that no delega- spirit and ,began to sing "John
Henry J. Allen's speech was a
that the Roosevelt people
tions were to be allowed to march Brown's Body," altering the final lines
and its
into the hall. Orders were issued to of the chorus to: "As we go rolling repudiated this convention
work and. without a physical bolt, apbar all banners. It was 10:43 when on." A motion to put the Taft
from Washington on pealed to the people.
Chairman Root dropped his gavel.
The floor was In confusion and the the permanent roll also was carried ' Allen began reading the stateNo sooner without a roll call.
This was a dis- ment of Mr. Roosevelt. Allen's first
aisles were crowded.
had Root announced that the conven- tinct surprise. The Roosevelt peo- mention of Roosevelt's name started
than a stentorian ple had been expected to demand a
tion was
voice from the galleries sho jl.oil:
lineup of delegates. The acquiescence
(Continued on Page Four)
ha"-mon- y
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"No party can expect or deserve
success in the conduct of national affairs which Is not broad enough to
comprehend many who differ widely
in their views on minor points. It will
have a right wing, a left wing, and a
center, all
parts of one
and the same political body.
"I appeal to you as the great lead-defor whom I have cast my vote
in former presidential campaigns as
one agreeing with you on
points,
though differing from you as to tome
Others, fo use your commanding influence to secure harmony at Baltimore.";

ti"f

LIBEL TRIAL IN DENVER.
Denever, Colo., June 22. The trial
H. Tam-meof Fred G. Bonfils and
charged with criminal libel, Is
docketed to begin, in court here Monday and from present indications it
will be one of the most sensational
trials of the kind ever held In the
west. The charges were brought by
William G. Evans and were the outgrowth of the recent muni lpal cam
paign In this city. The Denver Post,N
of which Messrs. Bonfils and Tatn-meare the proprietors, announces
editorially that the defendants will
call as witnesses practically all of the
prominent men of Denver, Including
jail"bankers, ' editors, politicians,
s
birds, ballot-bostuffe,rs,

a

n

x

and takers."
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ANGERED AT DEFEAT, FORMER

PRESIDENT
THAT

ACCUSATION
THE PROSECUTING ATTORNEY
IS THE

Los Angeles,

June

22.

OF

temporarily

Interrupted

the trial

of Clarence S. Darrow for
alleged jury ibrlbery. Laughter ,
and a brief recess was taken until order was oestored.
The district attorney replied to
Attorney Rogera' taunt that John R.
Harrington, the witness on the stand,
was afraid to look at Darrow for fear
he would hynotize the witness as he
had George Behm, a previous witness,
MRS. GRACE

THE

'

CONVENTION NOT REPUBLICAN

Charging

that the defendant tried to hynotize
state witnessjes, District Attorney
Fredericks

DECLARES

He Urges All Delegates Pledged to Him to
Leave the Convention, But Does
Not Release Them
HE ISSUES

A

HIGH PITCHED STATEMENT

TO BE TRIED SOON.

It is reAtlanta, Ga., Juno 22.
the
that
prosecuting attorney
ported
may succeed in naving the case of
Mrs.. Daisy E. Grace brought up for
trial early nexteek, though it is
likely the attorney' for the accused
woman will fijht to have the trial
Mrs Gra9 is
go over until fall
charged witn aUfmpting to murder
her husband, Eugene M. Grace, who
was found shot and desperately
wounded on March 5 last in the
Grace home in the fashionable section of Atlanta. Physicians who examined the wounded man declared
that he could not live a week. Despite these predictions Mr. Grace is
still alive at the home of his mother
in Newman, where he was removed
shortly after the shooting. He is
paralyzed from the waist down an
the medical men are still of the opinion that he cannot possibly recover.
WELCH MUST GO.
Santa Fe, N. M., June 22. Governor
McDonald today honored the requisition of the governor of Colorado
for the return to Colorado Springs
of Edgemont D. Welch also known as
Farwell D. West now held In Albuwith bigamy.
querque
charged
Welch's attorney, it Is said, gave up
the fight today and will defend his
client in Colorado. Martin M. Burns
of Colorado Springs, district attorney, came to Santa Fe to urge that
the extradition papers be honored.
The only question was as to whether
or not the papers were drawn properly and when the governor was In
formed they were correct, the prop
er papers from New Mexico were or
dered Issued. Welch will be taken
to Colorado tomorrow.
District Attorney Burns said that
Welch is accused of having married
Iva S. Black in Colorado, while his
first wife ' was in Michigan. She
learned of the marriage after WTelch
had been married three years be--'
cause he started divorce proceedings.
The case involved a lengthy investigation during which Welch and his
second wife came to Albuquerque.
The second wife has declared she
will stand by Welch to the last.

Asserts the Gathering in Chicago Is Not Representative of C. 0. P
Which Explains His Reasons For Not Feeling Entirely at Ilorae
iD Ihat Assemblage
Roasts the National Committee
and Says the Men Nominated by the DelegafesTr "
Has Seated Have No Claim for Party Suffrage
Chicago, June 22. After
making
preliminary arrangements tor the organization of a new party Colonel
Roosevelt today definitely severed his
relations with the republican national
convention. In a statement setting
forth his position in this regard he
said that, since the convention had
declined to remove the delegates
whom, he contends1, are fraudulent he
could not recognize Its authority. He
urged hia delegates to refrain from
voting in the convention although stat
ing that in case they did voe he
would not free them from the obliga
tion to cast their ballots for him.
Colonel Roosevelt at 12:40 issued
this statement:
"A clear majority of the delegates
honestly elected to this convention
were chosen by the people to nominate
me. Under the direction, and with
the encouragement of Mr. Taft, the
majority of the national committee,
"steam roller"
by thp
and with scandalous disregard
of every principle of elementary honesty and decency, stole 80 or 90 delegates, putting in the temporary roll
call a sufficient number of fraudulent
delegates to defeat the legally expressed will of the people and to substitute
a dishonest for an honest majority.
"The convention has now declined
to purge the roll of the fraudulent delegates placed thereon by the defunct
national committee; and the majority
which, thus endorsed the fraud was
made a majority only because It included the fraudulent delegates
who all sat as judges on one
another's cases. If these fraudulent
votes had not thus been cast and
counted the convention would have
been purged of their presence. This
action makes the convention, lit no
proper sense, any longer a republican
convention representing the real republican party. Therefore I hope the
men elected as Roosevelt delegates
will now decline to vote on any matter before the convention. I do not
release any delegate from his honorable obligation to vote for me if he
votes at all, but under the actual conditions I hope that he- will not vote at
me-thid-

them-selvie-

riding the w ill of jthe rank and file cf
the party. Any man nominated by
the convention as now constituted
would be merely .the beneficiary of
this successful fraud; it would be
deeply discreditable to any uau to
accept the convention's nomination
unaer tneee circumstances; and any
man, thus accepting it would have no
claim to the support of any republicaa
on party grounds, and would have forfeited the right to ask the support of
any honest man of any party on
normal grounds.
"THEODORE

ROOSEVELT

The Roosevelt"!"steam roller" delegates and their alternates, who were
excluded from the convention, met
Colonel Roosevelt in a body. Tha
colonel held a brief reception, informed them that the plans for a new party were being pushed forward rapidly and urged them to stand firm.
It was his first Intention to meet
them by state delegations, but they
collected so rapidly in the corridors
near his office that it was decided to
marshal them all Into the Roosevelt
national committee's assembly hall at
one time.
It was decided definitely this afternoon that before the adojurnment of
the convention or immediately after
there will be held a meeting of Roosevelt delegates who wish to enlist in
the new party. The meeting probably will be held tonight.
The Roosevelt delegates in the re
publican national convention started
a prolonged demonstration at the con
vention late this afternoon when Henry J. Allen, of Kansas got up to read"
a "Roosevelt valedictory." The' con
vention had concluded consideration
of all contest cases, the Taft forces
winning on everything. Permanent
organization also has been effected.
Mrs. Teddy Quits, Too.
Mrs. Theodore Roosevelt, who has
attended every session of the convention thus far, was not In her seat
today. Mrs. Nicholas Longwoxth was
the only representative of the Roosevelt family present.

UNDERWOOD.
Ala., June 22. During the next 24 hours several special
trains will pull o.ut of Birmingham
filled to capacity with friends and
supporters of Oscar W. Underwood,
who are going to Baltimore to boom
CLUBWOMEN AT FRISCO.
the Alabama congressman for the all.
San Francisco, Cal., June 22.
"The convention as now composed One thousand delegates to the elevpresidential nomination. Steps will
be made en route to pick up Under- has no claim to represent the voters enth biennial c invention of the Nawood delegates and. supporters in of the republican party. It represents tional Federation ci Women's clubs
Georgia and other states.
nothing but successful fraud in over are already In San Francisco.
TO

BOOM

Birmingham,

rr
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an election general throughout the
sUtle, for meuiLrfia of congress and
judsei, wo a gtmor&l election within
the niuaning of a eutute requiring a
quoBtiou louoaiinuuui uouieiople
at a otsueiul election,
ik
not a general election as the term was
used in the constitution.
Mackln v. State, C2 Md. 247.
In another Maryland case, it was
decided that a statute which imposed
a duty on a county clerk "after each
any every general election" included
an election for members of congress
and for president although it was not
an election for members of the state
legislature and state officers generally.
Downs v. State, 78 Md. 128.
Authorities can be found apparently
in conflict with these views, but it
wllL I 'believe, upon examination be
found that the conflict is apparent
only and arises from the fact that by
statutory or by constitutional provi
sions, a restricted definition for the
term "general" has been given. In
our constitution, however, we have ho
such restriction of the meaning of the
word, but on the contrary, as already

thoii

New York, June 22.

There eeems
to be general satisfaction among all
good citizens of New York with the
energetic manner in which Police
Commissioner Waldo managed his
forces bo as to nip In the bud every
plot of the Striking waiters to spoil
the fun for the German naval offic
ers and sailors who were the guests
of the city last week. The avowed
Intention and uttered threat of the
strike leaders that they would disgrace the city during the festivities
in honor of tie German visitors did
not win public
sympathy for the
cause of the strikers. Thanks to
Commissioner Waldo and his strong
enn squad the city was not disgraced .
Only the strikers and their leaders
disgraced themselves by their attempts to create disturbances and
riots.

,

Whatever faults Mayor Gaynor may
have, he cannot be accused of cowardice. He Is a maa of strong convictions and always ready to give
emphatlo expression to his convictions smd defend them to Che last
s
church peoditch. Some
ple In Brooklyn recently passed resolutions condemning the practice of
permitting ball playing In the public
parks on Sundays. The pastor of the
church sent a letter to Mayor Gaynor, enclosing the resolutions and received an answer from the mayor
which should give the pastor and his
congregation some food for thought
Mayor Gaynor made no effort to disguise the fact that, he is strongly In
favor of permitting the boys to play
ball on Sundays. He Intimated that
a Puritan1 Suhday observance might
be suitable and enforcable in rural
districts, but not In large cities and
that it was far better to let the hoys
play ball than to drive them to saloons or worse places. Incidentally
he called the attention of the pastor
to the fact that people have a right
to indulge in any game or recreation
on Sunday which Is not prohibited
over-zealou-

tims of loan sharks by convincing
many corporations and piher large
employers of the Injustice of their
former attitude towarl such of their
into the
employes as had fallen
lean sharks.
clutches of
It had been customary to dismiss any
employe against whom charges werg
preferred by a money lander. Thank!
to the vigorous, aglta'.lon by the officers of the Sage Foundation th
has
attitude of many employers
changed and In many cases the employers themselves are organizing a
committee with a view of helping
their employes In cases of financial
distress.
blood-surklu-

,

Criminals as a class are undeniably
This is proved by the
progressive.

promptness with which they avail
themselves of every new scientific
discovery and mechanical invention
which promises to help them in their
"professional" activity. If the police authorities desire to ccpe with
the situation it behooves them to
meet the criminals' progresslveness
and cunning with superior progresslveness and cunning. Lately the
members of the criminal fraternity
have availed themselves of the great
advantage offered by the use of auto
mobiles in reaching the place where
the crime is to be committed and,
what Is even more Important, to get
away from that place in safety. The
situation thus created by the crooks
Is highly perplexing to the police authorities and they 'realize the neces
sity of finding some way to stop
crooks from employing automobiles
How
In their "professional" work.
this can be done, is a puzzle, however.
Many suggestions for restrictive acd
regulative legislation have been made
but all of them seem futile and imThe latest and most ex
practicable,
traordinary suggestion is to the f
that police officers in aeroplanes
should watch over the safety of. the
citizens and, evantually hunt down
criminals trying to escape in

by law.

The recent decision of the court of
appeals, sustaining the decision of
the appellate division of the supreme
Case against
court In the
"lohh-fidwarSchults, general manager of the State Loan and Realty
has caused consternation iu
the ranks of the numorcus loan
sharks, who have been thriving and
waxing fat by their .onmytlble parasitic trade. This decision, the outcome of several years of litigation,
means a victory for the Sage Foundation and various social beiterment associations who have beea carrying on
the fight against the loan sharks to
the final Instance. The directors of
the Sage Foundation nave not only
taken the lead in the Il?ht against
the loan sharks, but hava cone great
vie- missionary work in behalf of the
'

loan-shar-

k
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OF FIVE WOMEN
Proves That Lydia E.
Vegetable

Pink-ham- 's

Com-poun-

d

Is Reliable.

Eeedville, Ore." I can truly recommend Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound to all women who are passing
through the Change of Life, as it made
me a well woman alter
., suffering three years."
Mrs. Mary Bogart,
""-'-- t"i

V5"V

Reedville, Oregon.
New Orleans, La.
"When nassine throuerh
j! Tie. 1
iTV ' 1 troubled with hot flashes, B.
k MnivBoryi
C.
.
1 weak and dizzv soells and
I
J backache. I was not fit for
anything until I took LyBecause she found her photograph
dia E. Pinkham's Vege- on
posters placed in the cars of the
table Compound which
company,
proved worth its weight Brooklyn Rapid Transit
in gold to me. " - Mrs. Gas- displayed for the purpose of Instruct
Mrt bandeau H
Po1641
ton Blondeao,
n. XT
r.lnH ing passenigers in the proper way to
I Miahawaka.Ind.-- " Wo get off cars, a Brooklyn woman has
x
men passing through the asked for an Injunction against the
Change of Life can take use of the picture and has also start
nothing better than Lydia ed a suit from $30,000
damages
E. Pinkham's Vegetable
against the company. The peculiar
Compound. I am
about this case is that the wo
because of what it has thing
Chas. man cheerfully posed for the picture
done for me. '
Bauer, 623 E. Marion St, when requested by the company's
Mishawaka, Ind.
photographer and raised no objec
Alton Station,Ky.-"F- or
r j irora tions until after she had been inform
e
m jj monins 1T sunereu
troubles in consequence of ed by her legal adviser that she had
4 J my age nnu uiuugui, x a good "case" against the company
3 could not live. Lydia E. for having used her picture without
'
Compound made me well proper authorization.
and I want other suffering
women to know about it
Mrs. Emma Bailey, Alton
"HARVEYS" IS OPEN
M hom
Station, Ky.
Thirtieth season, Mr. Harvey In
"
I was passing
Deisem, No. Dak.
felt very charge. Auto to carriage house, Wed
through Change of Life and was
bad. I could not sleep and
very nesday and Saturday at 8 a. m return
nervous. Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable ing same day. For passage phone
Compound restored me to perfect health
Main 385 or leave order at Murphey's,
and I would not be without it." Mrs.
Cutler Brothers or Plaza Hotel.
F. M. Thorn, Deisem, No. Dak.
W- ,
Nr"Vi
-
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Santa Fe, N. M., June 22. "There
can be no doubt that there must be
a session of the legislature beginning
at 12 o'clock noon, on the second
Tuesday of next January."
In these words, Attorney General
Frank W. Clancy In an opinion requested by the governor, declares that
the constitution absolutely provides
that the winter session must be held.
The attorney general, In the course of
his opinion, refers to certain stories
to the contrary which appeared In Albuquerque newspapers, and says they
have nothing to support their contentions that the January session is not
obligatory. The opinion 1b one of the
most Important rendered by the attorney general recently and Is in full as stated, there are provisions cleatly
follows:
showing that such an election as our
next one ia a general election.
Santa Fe, June 20, 1912.
Hon. William C. McDonald, Governor
By section t of Article IV of the
of New Mexico, Santa. Fe, N. M.
constitution. Immediately preceding
Dear Sir I have today received the section hereinbefore quoted, it is
your letter of yesterday in which you provided that senators shall be electstate that there has been a question ed for the term of four years' and
rained as to whether under the con- members of the house of representstitution there will be a regular ses ative for the term of 'two years, and
that they "shall be elected on the day
sion of the legislature of New Mexli-beginning with the second Tuesday provided by law for holding th(e gen
of next January, and you request that eral election of state officers or repre
I givie you my written opinion on this sentatives in congress." Next Novem
subject at the earliest moment prac- ber we must elect a representative in
ticable.
congress, and this section clearly
I have noticed in several of the shows that such an election is a geni
newspaper statements to the effect eral election.
that there can be no. regular session The rflat paragraph of section 4 of
of the legislature next winter, hut I Article VI of the constitution is as
have not seen or heard any statement follows:
"The supreme court of the state
of any reason for such a suggestion.
I have no doubt whatever that there shall consist of three justices,
who
should be regularly, in accordance shal be elected at the general elec
with the constitution, a session Jf tion for representatives in congves3
the legislature beginning on the sec- for a term of eight years."
ond Tuesday of nex January, and 1
Iiere again the constitution chai'a
'believe a very brief statement of the terizes the election for representatives
constitutional provisions will be con- in congress as a general election.
Section 6 of Article XX is as fol
vincing.
The sessions of the legislature are lows:
"General elections shall be held iu
provided for in section 5 of Article IV
of the constitution, which reads as the state on the Tuesday after the
follows:
hist iUonday in November in tacii
"The first session of the legislature even numbered year."
shall begin at 2 o'clock noon, on the
The 'present year is an even num
day specified in the proclamation of bered year, and clearly we iuusi nave
sessions a general election in November uexi.
the governor.
Subsequent
shall begin at 12 o'clock, noon, on the
.there can be no doubt tuai tuert
second Tuesday!
January next after ill oat bt a session or urn legislature
each general election. No regular ses- beginning at Vi o'clock, noon, ou the
sion shall exceed 60 days, except the second Tuesday of next January.
first, which may be 90 days, and no
Very respectfully.
special session shall exceed 30 days."
Fit AN K W. CLANCY,
It will be seen that, standing alone,
Attorney General
this section would require ub, for an
Holloman vs. Leib
answer to the present question, to de
The syllabus in the contest case of
cide what is a "general election." Reed Holloman vs. Thomas D. Leib,
There are, however, other provisions
dismissed by the supreme osurt re
in the constitution which make It percently, without prejudice, and because
fectly plain that the election which the court declined to take
jurisdiction,
we will have In November next la a
is as follows:
hut
before calling
general election,
A preceding by information in the
your attention to these provisions it
nature
of quo warranto to try title to
'to
consider
well
wheth
may be
briefly
a
office, Is not a proceeding
public
er or not the next November election
but is con
would be a general election If we had against the officer as such,
as to
an
to
fined
in
its
scope
inquiry
nothing as a guide except the section
whether the person is lawfully holdabove
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Iiofessor J. H. Kyslop, who pre
sents the anomaly of a man of supposed sc'entiflc attainments completely enmeshed In a claptrap of spirit
ualism, hai sprun? another surprise
ana ion?
i.pon an unsuspecting
suffering public. Ever since the
death of Professor William James
of Harvard university Prof. Hy- slop has been trying to get in com
immication with the "spirit" of
James through the inter ren
tici of mediums. He held a large
numrer of seances, the records c
irairh would furnish materi .1 for a
score of the most farcical vajdav.'ie
sklf, but he never succv)Jed in
citarly establishing the idsa.ity of
ti- - "spirit" communicating wita hl:n
a that of his learned colleiru.
otLer day professor Hyslop cam? out
h.t.
tiih the startling statem-n- t
f'-wlMle continuing the still-huthe
quoted.
soiritiof Professor James he ran
As defined by Webster, "general"
eC'oss a spirit who claimed lo be
trat c! the late Carroll u. Wri?.ht. means "common to many or the greatest number; widely spread; prevalent,
who was United States
though not universal."
of UT",: from 1833 to 19)5. Mr. extensive,
no
la
There
difficulty in applying these
Wr.'pjt was also president yf Clark
to an election, and an eleccollege,' a branch of Clark university definitions
and died in Worcester, Mass., Febru tion, no matter for what purpose.
which is held throughout the whole
ary 20, 1909. Professor Hyslop hadj
"common to many,
not known Mr. Wright while the lat- state, is clearly
ter was among the living and he widely spread and extensive."
in Maryland is has been held that
found It a trifle difficult to establish
the
but
of
with
the identity
spirit,
the assistance of living relatives of
the former commissioner of labor
Professor Hyslop succeeded in making sure of his spirit. And all that
happened in the year 1912, A. D., not
r
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The highest point of woman's hap
piness is reached only through moth
erhood, in the clasping of her child
within her arms. Yet the mother-to-b- e
is often fearful of nature's ordeal
and shrinks from the suffering inciBut for
dent to its consummation.
nature's ills and discomforts nature)
provides remedies, and In Mother's
Friend is to be found a medicine of
great value to every expectant mother,
It is an emulsion for external
application, composed of ingredients
which act with beneficial and soothing effect on. those portions of the
It is intended to
system involved.
prepare the system for the crisis,' and
thus relieve, in great part, the suffer-ta- g
through which the mother usually
passes. The regular use of Mother's
Friend will repay any mother in the
comfort it affords before, and the help
ful restoration to health and strength
It brings about after baby comes.
Motners rnena
Is for B,e
n

ing

the

office.
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WHY IT PAYS TO BUY
ADWERTI8ED GOODS
Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his
product, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
'
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes irx his goods to the extent of
investing his capital, nor
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
'
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised
goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

It

Always Pays to Buy Advertised Goods

'

Under the provisions of Sec. 13 of
Art 6 of the constitution the chief jus
tice of this court has power to designate any district judge in the state
to hold court in any district whenever
the public business may require,
whether the requirement arises out
of an undue accumulation of business,
or by reason of the dlsquallifcatton of
the district judge to sit in any one
or more cases.
The provision of the section for
trials before a member of the bar as
judge pro tempore Is ' permissive
merely, and does not control the other
provisions of the section.
Funds for State Treasury
Tne following moneys have been
by O. N. Marron, state treas
urer: Game protection, $21; convicts'
earning fund, $617.80; state road fund
from commissioners of Union county.
$275; state tax Wells Fargo company,

Capital Paid in

Surplus
$50,000.00

$100,000.00
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LAS VEGAS
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

Lets Vegas Savings Bank

$806.95.

Basis of Assessment
Frank W. Clancy, member of the
state board of equalization, has sent
a circular letter to all treasurers and
collectors and asessors In an effort
to learn the basis of assessment of
property In each county. The letter
Is as follows:
Dear Sir As a member of the state
board of equalization and for use in
connection with the official work of
that board, I desire to learn from you
what is the basis of assessment estab
lished in your county. We havo had
rather uncertain and Indefinite infor
mation on this subject showing great
variation in the percentage of actual
of
value adopted for tho valtition
EA3
hook
free
for OMIM
in
for
of
taxation
property
purpose
moth
expectant
ers which contains much valuable the different counties, although the
Information, and many suggestions of law requires every assessor to assess
a helpful nature.
property., to the best of his judgment.
Information and gellef, at its full cash
BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO.. Atlanta, Gs

j

Remember, these GREEN TAG SALES are the greatest money saving events of the
advantage of the opportunity make Two dollars do the work of Three.

Capital Stock, $30,000.00
Office with the Sao Miguel National Bank

Wm, G. Haydon
H. W. Kelly
D. T. Hoskins

President
President
Treasurer
Vice

Interest Paid on Deposis

value. This has not been done, however, and therefore it becomes nects-sarfor our guidance to kno-"hat
actually has been done In each county
In the state.

a farmer living near Covena, Ga,
says: "I have taken Foley Kidney
Pills and find them to ba all you
claim for them. They gave me almost
Irs tan t relief when my kldneyj were
sluggish and Inactive. I can cheerfully
recommend them to all sufferen from
A CARD
kidney troubles." O. O. Schaefa and
Mrs. Lela Love, wife of Wiley Love, Red Cross Drug Co.

It is now well Known that not
than one case of rheumatism Inmore
ten
requires any Internal treatment whatever. All that lg needed Is a
free an.
plication of Chamberlain's
and massaging the parts at Liniment
each application.
Try It and see how
It will relieve the pain
soreness. Sold by all dealers. and
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FOREIGN NEWS NOTES
Mexico City, June 22. One of tbo
plana evolved by the
government
through lU department of publlo
welfare, colonization and industry, to
provide arable lands for division
among the people one of the hlef
planks of Madero's revolutionary .platform Is under way. It contemplates
the drainage and filling in of the great
bed of Lake Texcoco, some twq aid
a half miles east ot the capital. The
work will require five years, It ' Is
estimated, and an expediture of
14.000,000
pesos
,2,0no.000
go'd).
Thousands of acres ct wpste land, now
pertly covered with water tc the
of two feet, M.d the reniir.der
r dry, sandy
t.il'er useless swam
stretches the .latter giving rise to the
dust storms which sweep the
are to Xi
capital In the dry revf-nreclaimed.
This land, according to
plans which are being worked out, is
to be placed on sale to individual
Mexicans at the lowest possible figure
and on long term payments.
Lake Texcoco Is the last remnant of
the once mighty body of water which
covered the plateu and completely
surrounded the ancient city of Ten- ochltltlan, now the capital of the re
Legend has It that some
public.
where in Its depths the treasury of
Montezuma was sunk to prevent its
falling into the hands of Hernando
Cortes. It has been searched for in
vain during the hundreds of years
since the conquest, and It Is regarded as possible, though hardly probable, that it will come to light in
the conversion of this lake bed.

"FORI"

Injustice to the French students, give
courses wnicn ioreign students are
capable of following.
To remedy this state of affairs, the
Alliance Francalse, in
with the university authorities, has decided to create a faculty where the
French language will be taught from
Its earliest origins to Its latest de
velopments, and the foreign student 0tted to follow any course in the
without Inconvenience to. his
fellow students and with a profit to

feta but Is woven with an almost 1m- Distressing Experience tnd
perceptible cqrd line and Is more
Tells How She Wis
supple than taffeta. It Is apparently
Finally Relieved.
uncrushable and its ohageable colorings are very lovely, the designer
Ooodwater, Mo. ''Ever since I
having attempted to reproduce the little girl," says Mrs. Riley Laramore,
shades in familiar jewels opal, tur- "I was a great sufferer from dyspepsia.
I suffered misery after eating, and had
quoise, sapphire, tourmaline, etc.
drapable for skirt or frock. The avThe lingerie blouse, more or less terrible heartburn.
I thought I had to suffer this way as
erage lightweight Bilk is hard to han- discredited among 'fashionable talk
as 1 lived, but when I began to take
dle In a coat unless one adopts one for a
long
year or two, seems to he comhimself.
in small
Thedford's
of the old and fanciful little models
ing into Its own again. Directoire colThe university has offered to sell to
doses, every night, the heartburn was all
which, while charming for dressy lars of high turn down kind,
leaving
the alliance, at a reasonable price a
wear, do not look well with a simple 4he throat bare across the front, have gone in a few days, and 1 could eat
without distress.
plot of land conveniently situated on
street costume. But with a light- been , introduced in the
lingerie I took two small packages in all, and
the left bank of the Seine, close to
weight cloth or a silk with some body blouse but have little to recommend
that was some time ago, the
the university. In order to raUe the
material the Bupplest and lightest of them, as they quickly wilt, crumple although
dyspepsia has not returned.
neqeasary funds to buy the lands and
e
stuffs may be used for skirt or
and look disreputable. In silk or satin
I speak a good word for Thedford's
build and equip the necessary premisfrock.
and occasionally in linen one sees an
ht
whenever I have the opes, a stock company has been formA very fine, supple,
light broad- effective blouse of this type, but on portunity."
ed under the name of the Sooiety of
cloth la well liked for such coats, and the whole the collar 1b an uncomfortIf eating causes distress, we urge you
Friends of Alliance Francaise, with
wlth this anything from channelise able, Impracticable and unbecoming to try Thedford's
It
a capital of $120,000.
to chiffon is in order for skirt matercleanses the system, helps the stomach to
thing,
ial. In color the two may match, but
The lower rolled collar to which digest its food, regulates the bowels, and
The mountain sickness experienced
a contrast 1b smarter and there Is in
stimulates the liver.
the name
has been atby mountain climbers and the species
It acts gently and is without bad afterPari a decided Uklng for a light tached is Robespierre
more practicable and beot same allmenj affecting aviators at
effects. Try it Price 25c
coat with a darter skirtwhich is a
and Is achieving decided popcoming
great heights can be prevented by hyreversal of the traditional order of
ularity, though it, too, unless carefulpodermic injection of oxyen, accordthings, White, both in cloth and In ly cut and
adjusted, is likely to look
ing to Dr. Roux, the director of the
such silks a charmeuse, drap de sole,
wrinkled and mussy in rather short suare button mold covered with ChiPasteur institute. Dr. Roux read a
etc., Is particularly favored and worn order. It Is
far more becoming to nese silk.
paper before the Academy of Scienover skirts of black or color. One pf most women
tlian the Dutch collar
Very pretty are those buttons
ces, demonstrating the results of a
the best looking models of this class or
other collar as low in the back which are fashioned of plain taffetas,
series of experiments made with rabany
had a coat of chalk white broadcloth as in the
front, the nape of the neck embroidered In the center with a tiny
bits at the summit ot Mout Blanc in
fine and supple as satin and very sim
Switzerland.
Some of the
being usually far from beautiful after wreath of silk or flowers. These look
rabbits
ply tailored, though ,of extremely chic a certain
were treated with 'oxygen and the
particularly well on evening wraps
age has been reached.
lines.
This topped a skirt of sort
others were not treated. Subsequout
Some very good looking blouses and afternoon frocks. China blue but
blue charmeuse, dark but not duil,
V fronts have turndown, rolling tons are embroidered in gold thread
examinations showed that the blood
with
which fell straight and full in the
of the treated rabbits was of the natcollars extending only around the mingled with blue. Tiny buttons no
back, and in front and Bides showed
back and sides, and are held to- larger than small seed pearls are
Three bills, Intended to put into ural red purple which would be found
a few soft drapery lines near the botused to decorate fine lace jabots and effect some of the reforms which were when at their normal altitude, The
across
a
the
front
little
gether
by
tom. Only fluffy tulle and lace frills
cravat tie of some sort, thus mitigat- Bilk shirt blouses. Lace stocks are promised to the people by President blood of the remaining rabbits was
showed between the open cost fronts.
seen trimmed down the center with Madero, were not presented to the na- blackish and unhealthy. The seen-tis- t
the effect of lowness in front.
but there was presumably a simple ing
chiffon-coverebuttons, the chiffon tional assembly because a great deal
says the injections may he made
There are many delightful blouses
bodice of the charmeuse.
in a piping round the of difficulty was met In the legal tech- very easily and that very little oxyrepeated
being
in
white
satin
the
very
of
supple
Dark or bright coats over lighter
neck.
nicalities of the measures. Two of the gen Is required.
skirts are legion, and while the idea charmeuse or meteor sorts, trimmed
Taffeta parasols of plain color car bills dealt with the land question and
with
satin
covered
buttons
of the contrasting coat of this sort usually
The allurement of better wages and
ry floral and Persian borders, which the third was an employers liability
has been taken up by the manufac or folds and with some kind of at for the most
are wide ribbon. act. The drafting of the bills has
around employment of
part
or
lace
tractive
tulle
collar
and
cuffs
turers and developed in innumerable
The border Is no longer on the edge, been in the hands of Carlos Trejo y caused the emigration of many of the
or
sleeve
Most
frills.
of
are
these
cheap forms the well made coat with
but has moved higher up. on the par- Lerdo de Tejada, attorney general of best Swiss mountain guides to the
the novel details retains its distinc- made with low rolling collars or frills, asol, directly In the center or several the federal district.
Rocky Mountains, according to dis
tion and has an air entirely different but may be worn with a gulmpe and Inches above the hem, and a narrow
patches from the Swiss mountain re
of
collar
tulle, and the sleeves
from that of the cheap version. Gen- high
de- sorts. In Switzerland the majority of
Madero's
border
President
cabinet
has
several
appears
frequently
are either fif the just below the el
erally speaking, the best of these
Inches below the top.
cided to cancel a fishing concession the guides have a precarious existcoats are very simple as to finish, bow sort with broad opening and
are
more popular than on the east and west coasts of Lower ence, as during the winter months
even
Sashes
turnback cuffs or frills, or are long.
relying upon line and material for
ever. The new plaited sash is usual- California and the western part of the they have praotlcally nothing to do
their cachet The taffeta models al- A sleeve with cropped armhole seam ly about twelve , Inches wide and mainland granted to the Mangara
and earn no money.
most invariably have lines of corded into which the sleeve is eased just a made with narrow inverted side
Dlaa govthe
by
company
Agents of the Canadian Pacific rail
a
close fitting cuff
little, and with
shirring in the silk for trimming, but into
ernment. The company is British and road have offered many of them em
meet
in
which
the
the
plaits
center,
which also the body of the sleeve
the full, fussy models in taffeta are
outer edges being finished off with aJ will receive $150,000 as indemnity. It ployment 12 months in the year, on
not usually so effective as those is fulled slightly, is often used on hem.
Is stated that the cancelling of the condition that they abandon the Alps
the simple white satin blouse and
simpler ot line. One of the taffeta
concession has nothing to do itn the for the Rockies and go to settle there
FLORENCE FAIRBANKS.
with
other
blouses
of
or
satin
crepe
coat models shown in one ot the
late Japanese talk, but Is aimed sim with their families. Several families
fashionable shops clearly showed the Intended for wear with tailored cos
ply to return to the people on the of Swiss guides have recently left
ACT
QUICKLY
effectiveness of simplicity and care- tumes.
Has Been Dangerous In East coast the fshlng rights of which they Grlndelwald and Interlaken tor the
Delay
ful tailoring.
Simple blouses of white marquisette
had been deprived and which In many Rocky Mountain states.
Las Vegas
' The short coat of black satin, sim- or other sheer white made with nar
Do the right thing at the right time. instances constituted their only means
ply trimmed with buttons, folds and row hems of color on the collars,
of livelihood.
Major Renard, of the French army,
Act quickly ia time of danger.
loops of the satin and lined through- cuffs and front plaits are pretty if
The Inherent politeness of a Mex who has been making a studv of aeBackache is kidney danger.
out with White chiffon cloth or thin- well made of good material, and a Dban's
ican referee nearly annulled the ef roplane accidents and their causes,
Kidney Pills act quickly.
nest crepe which faces the rolled col- little embroidery in color Is effectivefect of a c!pn knockout during a re hag reached some interesting concluof evidence to prove this.
Plenty
lar is perhaps the most useful of all ly used upon some of the white mod
H. H. Closson, 408 Grand Ave., East cent boxing match In the capital. In sions. Of the fatal accidents m 1311
the many versions of ifihe revived els, agaric embroidery being consid Las Vegas, N. Mex.,
says: ; "I take cidentally the row which ofllowed the he finds that 25 per cent were due
short separate coat. The other soft ered very smart in this connection.
Just aB much pleasure In recommend- umpire's decision in favor of the Mex to the lack of natural aptitude on the
who was pitted against Jim part of the pilots. Thirteen per cent
silks, plain, corded,
Handmade buttons will play an Im ing Doan's Kidney Pills
moire, changetoday as I ican,
able, plain tone., eto are also pressed portant part in the decoration of did when I gave a public statement Smith, a negro, has resulted in an offi were due to Insufficient instruction,
'
Into coat service, and among the new summer frocks and costumes. An attr- in their
on the spotr within the fed 6 per cent to the excessive
dalng of
praise in January, 1907. cial ban
1b made
the airmen and 6 per cent to their
importations one finds some youthful active-button
by covering About a year ago I had occasion to eral district.
Cuauhtemoc Agullar, the Mexican, Imprudence and carelessness. Thir
looking and very chic models in Nor- a model with coarse linen and em- use Doan's Kidney Pills, there being
folk and Russian lines.
broidering it with French knota in soreness across my kidneys and trou went through the ropes in the fourth teen per cent to insufficient solidity
Ope of the latest arrivals in floss silk. Another form of handmade ble from the kidney secretions. This found. The umpire, carriled away gy and 10 to 12 per cent to adverse at
changeable silks is the "jewel silk." buttons is that formed of buttonhol- remedy relieved me as promptly as the calamity which had befallen the mospheric conditions.
It is of about the same weight as taf-- ing twist, which is first wound over a before. Tears ago I began to suffer people's idol, rushed to his aid and
Henry Beranger, the French senator
from pains In my back and I attribut was about to try to put him on his
ed the trouble to an Injury. If I feet
representing Guadaloupe, the French
"The count! The count!" yelled Island colony in the Lesser Antilles
worked hard or brought strain on the
muscles of my loins, my back pained half a hundred Americans In the au group in the Atlantic, has issued
dience.
publlo appeal in behalf of that island,
severely and the least cold I caught
Seevral seconds late, the umpire re which he has Just visited. Senator
settled in my kidneys, aggravating
membered his office and to all ap Beranger foresees a great industrial
my troubles. I tried plasters and lini
ments but my efforta for relief were pearance Aguilar was down and out and agricultural future for Guadalou
The umpire then declared the blow a pe, but he declares that the island Is
unavailing until I commenced using
Doan's Kidney Pills, procured from fould because It had geen struc kafter now too heavily burdened with taxes
the Center Block Pharmacy. They the gong sounded. It was pointed out He points out that in the last ten
that the gong was broken and could yie&rs the population has increased
proved beneficial from the first"
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 not be heard, hut the decision stood. from 120,000 t ol80,000, and Guadalou
The meeting broke up in a fuss that pe has maintained her output of su
cents.' Foster-MIlbur-n
Co., Buffalo,
to result in further fisti gar, the coffee production has
New
York, sole agents 'for the United threatened,
tripled
Anyone, even a
cuffs.,
and the production of fruit flavorings
States.
boy or girl, can
has steadily mounted.
Remember the name Doan's and
make toast on the
What Guadaloupe needs, says Senator
In an Inconspicuous place Is the na
take no other.
tional palace, from which all pictures Beranger, is a chance to work by her- OUT OF MONEY.
of. General Porfirio Diaz have been seir and for herself. Sh,e needs to be
Santa Fe, N. M., June 22. In look banished by a presidential decree, freed from excessive taxes levied by
wooK-stov- e
ing over the appropriation bill passed there remains one which has escaped the mother country and the great va
by the first state legislature, W. O. the notice sot the new government On riety of fiscal charges which stifle
They will not bum the toast, and they
Sargent, the state auditor, found that the window Jamib of one of the offices the efforts of plants and fishermen
will not burn their fingers either, if
no direct appropriation had been set aside for the president's private and which together constitute a burmade for the state, reform school at secretaries Is pasted a picture about den which discourages the admirable
they use the New Perfection Toaster.
the size of a postage stamp of thief old enthusiasm of the islanders to develop
Springer, 1$. M.
Into a successful and brilliant
is no other stove that
warrior
there
was
colony.
"There
an.
president It is surmounted
to
Or
appropriation
twb
over
a
and
it
is
by
flaga
legend
take up a deficit," said Mr. Sargent,
l is as quick and as handy as
When your Child Has wfcnnnfn
"but I have not found a direct ap- reading "Long live Porfirio Diaz."
the New Perfection Oil Cook- cough be careful to keen thft pnnph
propriation for the maintenance of
looBe and expectoration
J stove
easy by giving
the schools. With its present funds,
Paris, June 22. The question of for Chamberlain's Cough Remedy as may
be
It can run until November SO. After eign students at the
required. This remedy will also
HandEvery dealer has the New Perfection OS Cook-stov- e.
University of Pa-uquiiy me tough mucus and make It
that time, I do not know what it can rig has been brought to a head by easier
somely finished in nickel, with cabinet top, drop shelves, towel racks, etc
to expectorate. It has been us
do." It may be found that the old complalnta from the French Students' ed
Made with 1, 2 and 3
Long chimneys, enameled turquoise-bluIn many epidemics and
successfully
burners.
appropriation will apply and the association that the teaching of the is saie ana sure. For sal by ail
Cook-Boo- k
Free Cook-Boo- k
with every stove.
also given to
dealers.
school can be cared for in that way.
University is being hampered by the
anyone sending 5 cents to cover mailing cost
presence of so many students with an
H. L.
Esdalle. Wis., savs
There is no real need of anyone be Imperfect knowledge of the language. lis wife Blomqulst,
considers
Honey an!
- CONTINENTAL OIL CO.
ing troubled with constipation. Cham- There are now over 2,000 foreign stu Tar Compound theFoley's
best cough cure
berlain's Tablets will cause an agree- dents
Denver, Pueblo, Albuquerque, Cheyenne, Butte,
entered at the university,' most 5n tne market "She has tried va- able movement of the bowels without
Boise, Salt Lake City
ioug kinds but
gives the best
any unpleasant effect. Give them a of them at the faculty of letters, whlcn result of all." Foley's
O. G. Scbaefer and
trial. For sale by all dealers.
cannot, It is alleged, without grave Red Cross Drug Co.
New York, June 22. This season'
vogue of separate and contrasting
coata materially simplifies the prob
lem ot the summer wardrobe. It
also permit the use of a thin and
sheer skirt or frock material which
would not tailor well in a coat and
yet Is admirably comfortable and
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The Same Day.
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FULLY EQUIPPED
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OVERLAND

MODEL
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show you.

Las Vegas Automobile & Machine
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Go.

Fowler Propj

SEE
fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
AND
$3.90
EMPRESS Flour CASH
his

REQULAI RETAIL VALUK. Sta.OO
o th" beantlfnl dinner-warnd onr
Si.'KIS'jL
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to give at an eiolo.lve desKm
Si 0r,oi
n"otorer
MrJl?wI1eL
obartfng
part of ottoo ooat to "adTertismg
J?S.f.I
inpay ft ReroentaM
the actual ooat of tne
SiP it'll 5d.0 k.SSS.0.1!?0
design and cannot be dnplloated la
quality for leaa than 114 In any retail ehlna
atore. It la raarantced bytotk
the manufacturer and ourselvea.
S ?iveI7 sc ? IARABEB'8 "onr. Bend us five
-- JE!S.i!i?o2?'oa
w.wi
or eipreaa money order, and we will
casb,
draft,
postal
aend yon one of these beautiful seta by freight. Addresa oonpona and re
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New

Kew Irfereetiost
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Telephone "or call and we will have our demonstrator

v

Perfection
Toaster
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ww

to The China
coupons
and other valuable premiums

of the Lara
Flour
alao good for Rogera BllTerwara)
Ask for descriptive
circular.
'
GER
know, Is that "Mighty-Good- "

bee Flour Mills Company.
Department
mlttapce
Kansas. Be sure to write your name and address plainly.
Huh!nson,
The
In LARABEB'8
are

EMPRESS, you

Flour that makes Baking a Delight

MAN-MILL-
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SALE
BY

I

AL'I
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GROCERS

Try a Sack You'll Like it.

Jefferson Raynolda President
Hal'ett Reynolds Cashier
Davis Vice President
H. Erie Hoke Asst Cashier

E. D. Raynolds Vice President

Stephen

B.

v)ii

roasts
For toast
For boil or broil
For fry or bake

e.
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Dally, by Carrier:
$ .06
Tet Copy

One Week
Oc Month
Oai Tear
-
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65
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WEEKLY

ciflo railroad company

to stop trains
nine and ten at those points on flag.
In the past, only one train rtopped
at those points and at a late hour at
night. In order to get in or out of the
two villagog, the travelers were com
pelled to remain up all night. Trains
nine and ten will now stop at convenient hours when there are any passengers. Tf) Southern Pacific, in a courteous letter to thj commission, said
that the company would gladlr order
the stops made as requested. It develops that, many,, ot 'the minor complaints against railroads need never
have been jnade to the corporation
commission bad they first been made
direct to" the .properotflcial3 of the
companies concerned, since the commission never yet, has failed to re
ceive prompt and courteous response
to every matter taken up with the
: t
?
railroads.
,"J..ir .;

T50

Dally by Mall"

One Tear'i.i...:.v
BLx .Months
IVw.V

,...6.00

OPTIC AND STOCK
GROWER

Obs Yer,....
U Months
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VfcGAS

CLERKS MUST NOT
RETAIN THEIR

.12.00
1.00

FEES

In Advance for Mall Subscrip
tions)
Remit by draft, oheck or money ATTORNEY GENERAL MAKES IM
rdar. It sent otherwise we will not
PORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT
b responsible for loss.
TO COUNTY OFFICERS.
leaSpecimen copies free on appl
'
ton.
Santa Fe, N, M., June 22. Ail
district court, which of
of
ILL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT clerkswas the
fice
created
by the first state
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
legislature, must turn to the state
PAID FOR
treasuryi'a"ll fees they may collect,
to an opinion today by
according
the
are
Advertisers
guaranteed
W..: Clancy, the attorney genFrank
largest daily and weekly olrculatlon
was rendered in
of any newspaper In Northwestern eral. The opinion
to
from W.
communication
a
response
New Mexioo.
O. .Sargent, state auditor, who asked
for advice concerning the disposition
TELEPHONES
i
Main 2 of such moneys. The opinion is:
BUSINESS OFFICE
Santa Fe, June 18, 1912.
Main 9
KSW8 DEPARTMENT
Eon. W. Q. Sargent, State Auditor,
Santa Fe, N. M.SATURDAY, JUNE 22, 1912.
Dear Sir: I have your letter of even
date herewith in which you ask my
SLAYING THE OLD AGE
official Opinion as to whether county
GERM
clerks are required to transmit to the
from th Pasteur" institute at ParlSj state treasurer, . fSes.t collected by
them as clerks of the district court.
through Frof. Metchoikoff, friend of
The answer, to this question I beall the world, comes the glad
news that science has at last lieve Is to be found in section 1 of
wJdlscovrea a means of battling and Article X of the constitution which
that all fees earned by any
overcoming the Insidious germ which provides
county officer shall be by him colold
on
age.
trlnga
into the treasury of
If there Is any one thlag in tie lected and paid
'
'world that mankind does not like io the county. There can be no doubt
ta to crow old. We have var that the county clerks are county of
di
IdEjdevlees for casing the blow of ficers, and there Is no longer any
old &ga, and magazine editors givs clerk in the district court to whom
the statute requiring the payment of
up much, valuable space to artliSMs
that toll us Just how to grow old fees to the state treasury can be held
Section 22 of Article VI
gracefully. Wa are told that we can applicable.
constitution
of
the
merely provides
put off old age by dieting, by Judi
cious exercise, by thinking right that the county clerk shall perform
all the duties previously performed
thoughts and doing good deeds, and
by the clerks of the district courts.
to
frown or grow
refusing
seems clear that all fees collected
It
under any circumstances but all the
district court business must be
for
time Dame Nature persists In making
turned Into the county treasury.
wa grow old. Yours truly,
Probably the main objection to old
FRANK W. CLANCY,
Is
an
it
that
forces
age
Involuntary
Attorney General.
segregation. Old people ''try to keep
1n the thick of things and to mingle
TODAY'S BASEBALL
with younger folk and do the same
National League
amusesame
tasks and enjoy the
R.H.E.
ments but sooner or later they find
5 12 4
Boston
all" that Is Impossible' Slowly they
17 22 4
New York
begin to work over toward the slugDlchson, Prown and Kling; Mathew- gish water near the bank, where the son and Meyers, Hartly.
'
peaceful eddies are, while the young
R.H.E.
folk disport themselves In the center
6 1
....2
Pittsbuglw'.'..
of the rushing current. It Is then Cincinnati
1 4 1
4hat one hears the talk about the CamnitB, and Gibson; Suggs and
pleasures of growing old, and how Clarke.
much better it Is to live a calm and
R.H.E.
,
reflective life than to engage In such Brooklyn .......
.9 12 5
a mad rush and hustle, but such talk Philadelphia
8 8 5
la all bluff, and wise old Prof. Metch- Stack, Yingling, Ragon, Kent and
nikoff knows It.
Miller, Erwin; Brennan, Schultz and
The professor knows, in addition, Killifer, Dooinv '
that if he tracks the
germ to
American League
'
Its lair and slays it, he will be the First game: "
R. H.E.
most famous of men. The greatest of New York
2 7 2
13 16 0
reputations will dwinri'e tc nothing Boston
beside his. All the great names of McConnell, Thompson and Sweeney,
history, down to Abernathys of Ok Street; Hall and Cady.
lahoma, and Ormsby McHarg, and
that chap who is the perennial
JUAN PACHECO BURIED
of the democratic na
Santa Fe, N. M., June 22. Juan
tional conventions all such names
Pacheco, the young man shot and
will be as nothing beside that of
killed by an officer in Alamosa, Colo
Metchnikoff, which Is some name In rado, last Saturday night, was buried
Itself whn one tries to rattle it off in
Guadalupe cemetery here yester
on a typewriting machine.
services in Guadalupe
day after
It is to be hoped that the old age
He had no parents and no
germ hag not been merely luring the family but had been reared by Esqul- professor on, and tha it is not. go- pulo Pacheco in this city.
ing to turn on the scientist and slay According "to 'the Information given
tint by Inches right while he Is car- his friends here, young Pacheco was
rying on the work. It is the most un- shot in a most cold blooded manner
popular member of the whole germ It Is said that owing to some trouble
family and i; it If slain people will at a dance, the officer had arrested
Pacheco proforget about all things else and hold Paoheco's ' companion.
a celebration that will make the tested and the officpr then arrested
Fourth of July sound like a whisper him despite his protests and forced
in the Mammoth cave.
him to walk towards the jaii, minting' a pistol at him. On the way to
the jail," a" discussion arose between
S. P. TRAINS TO STOP
the three, men and the officer fired
The state corporation commission, fcur shots, on,e of which pierced
He lived threy
abdomen.
In response to residents of Cambray,
Luna county and of Separ, Grant coun- hours In terrible suffering and' died
ty, have requested the Southern Pa- - before he could be taken to a hospital..
COmU

AFTER AUTO

TRIP
J. F. GUNTHORPE SAYS ROADS
BETWEEN HERE AND HIS
HOME ARE EXCELLENT

That the roads between here and
Denver will be In excellent shape by
the first of July and that many tour
ists from the capital of Colorado will
come here in automobiles to witness
the Johnson-Flynbout was the
statement last night of J. F. Gun.
thqrpe of Denver, who arrived late
In the afternoon in his big touring
car. Mr. Gunthorpe was accompan
led by William W. Arnett, formerly
deputy sheriff of Denver and a warm
friend of both Jack Curley and Mrs,
The two men will remain
Curley.
here until after the big Fourth of
July entertainment.
,iMr. Gunthorpe was owner of the
Denver Western league baseball fran
chise for several years and is a well
known sporting man of that city. He
says Denver people are greatly Interested in the big boxing bout and
will be here in large numbers to see
It.
Messrs. "Gunthorpe and Arnett
left .Denver Tuesday.
Tbey found
the roads heavy after three days of
rain. They stopped in Pueblo and
Trinidad. They left tne latter city
yesterday morning and pulled Into
Las Vegas after seven and one-hahours of running. Mr. Gunthorpe
says he got stuck in attempting to
cross the ford jusj. north of Watrous
and was obliged to hire a team to
pull his machine out of the water.
Otherwise the trip was a pleasant
n

lf

one.

REPUBLICAN LEADERS
From Page One)

.

long-awaite- d

'.'

old-ag- e

's

a tremendous cheering in which- - all
the Roosevelt delegations participated with scorqs of people in the galleries. The Taft delegations sat
still,
watching the rest of the crowd, but
taking no part In the demonstration.
There were large sections of the gallery, too, where the people were sitting motionless.
The uproar lasted a long time.
Five minutes after it started the
Roosevelt delegates began a wild parade, led by New Jersey, followed bv
California, Kansas and Oklahoma. As
the head of the parade reached the head
of the left hand aisle, where Micni-gawas seated, a fignt broke out
The police pounced on the fighters in
stantly and the parade was swung in
the opposite direction.
Then Chairman Root pounded lor
order at first the noise only increas
ed but delegates began to sit down.
Slowly the. din subsideu. Allen, with
upraised hand, was signalling to the
crowd to be quiet. Quiet ensued after
3 minutes of demonstration.
Allen
asked the crowd to be quiet during
his remarks.
,
He said he was' not speaking to
create a demonstration but to state
the case of the progressives and explain heir action during the remain-plaitheir action during the remain- the steam roller had exceeded the
speed limit in the California case.
"Since then," he said, "we have asked
for no roll call."
Allen declared that Roosevelt, unon:
his retireement from the White
House, left an overwhelming republican majority, a record on which
Taft was elected on a progressive
platform. He pointed to the democratic gains since.
"We will not participate with you
in scuttling the ship," said Mr. Allen.
"We do not bolt, we have fought you
here five days for a square deal. We
shall si,t in protest and the people
who sent us here shall judge us."
"Gentlemen of the ' convention,"
said Allen, "we have reached a
point
where a majority of tne "Roosevelt
delegations feel that they can no
longer share In the responsibility
for the acts of this convention. We
have contended with you until we
have exhausted every parliamentary
privilege in the effort to have placed
upon the roll the names of men legally elected.
"When, by using the votes of the
delegates whose rights to sit in this
convention are challenged, you took
a position which places the power of
a political committee above the authority of 77,000 majority, elected in
a legal primary in California, ' we de
cided that your steam roller had ex
ceeded the speed limit.
Since then
we have asked for no roll call. You
have now completed the seating of
all contested delegates, using the
votes ot the contested delegates to
n

n

,
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accomplish your purpose.
"When Theodore Roosevelt left ihe
White House four years ago he left
you an overwhelming majority In
both branches of congress, he left
you an overwhelming majority in all

DENVERINUERE

(Continued

SATURDAY,

tions. The market closed heavy. De
clines of a point or over In National
Biscuit, International Paper perferred. Beet Sugar and Canadian Pacific
relieved the extreme dullness and
monotony of the last hour.
the great republican states, he left
The closing saleswere:
87
you a record on which you could elect Amalgamated Copper
Mi1. Taft, he left you a
129
American
Beet
Sugar
.,
progressive
....107
program to carry forward. That pro- Atchison
134
gram was burled beneam an ava- Great Northern bid
113
lanche of words at Winona and 18 New York Central
12D
governors were buried beneath an Northern Pacific bid
'
167
avalanche ot votes which rebuked Reading
110
Southern Pacific
recreancy to party pledges.
169
"We will not participate with you Union Paclfio
States'
in completing the
69
Steel
United
of
the
scuttling
110
ship. We do not bolt. We merely United States Steel, pfd.
insist that you, not we, are making
FROST KILLS CROPS.
the record. And we refuse to be
bound by it.' We have pleaded witn
VlrsylvJa, N, M., June. 22. A very
you ten days. We have fought with late frost that came last night proved
desructlve that ever
you five days for a 'square deal.' We one of he
fight no more. We plead no longer, visited this valley. The crops were
Wp shall sit in protest and the peo looking very good, but this evening
the com, squashes and pumpkins, the
ple wno sent us here, shall Judge us
At. the first mention of Roosevelt latter being one of the mam crops of
by Allen the cheering broke out and the natives, are dead, the vines being
black. Upon the Latir peaks, a heavy
a parade of delegates
carrying state
standards began. Allen's remarks, snow fell, the peaks now being as
especially his reading of the Roose white as they were in early spring.
velt statement were constantly inter
rupted by cheers, hisses and other
noises.
The chair had great difficulty in preserving order.
At last Chairman Root rushed out
to the front and said:
"I hope It will be understood in
this convention that friends of Mr. B. of L. F. and E.
Taft must pay the same- respect to Dance Was a Jolly Event
One of the most successful dances
speakers on the side favoring Mr.
Roosevelt as the advocates of Mr. in the history of the lodge and the
Poosevelt have paid to speakers on most enojyable affair of the spring
ihi ether side."
and summer season was given Thurs
There was a cheer and iv was quiat day night In the Armory hall by the
for some time.
members of Apache Lodge No. 245,
Allen closed amid a great demon Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen
stration, which showed promise of and Gnginemen. The crowd was as
lasting long, like ,the other, but it large aa any that has. ever ibeen in at
was checked by the gavel.
tendance at an affair given in the
The rules committee report waB hall, and tive enthusiasm of the danlaid on the table, as also was the mi cers stamped the ball a grand suc
nority report on the same subject. cess. The hall was uniquely and ap
This kept the convention working un propriately decorated for the event
with streamers of red, white and
der ithe rules of the last convention.
green,
draped from the balcony to the
Former Vice President Fairbanks
then came forward amid cheers from center of tHe ceiling beams. Red,
the Taft side and nresented the re- - white and green lanterns were strung
around the hall and a big engine head
porf of the commitee on resolutions
light, No. 245 the lodge number, was
the proposed platform.
.
The rapid progress made by the sung at the north end of the hall.
convention after the contests were Oil cans, shovels, picks and other en
gine tools decorated the walls. The
disposed of, in the adoption of
ot all the committees up to that grand march which took place at i
was led by Jim Flynn, tie
of committee on resolutions, material o'clock,
Pueblo fireman, and Miss Fanny Fed-derly altered the prospect as to final adThere were 24 numbera on the
'
journment.
which were unique souven
program,
It was believed by tba leaders ithat
irs of the occasion. The SlmJson orit1 might be
possible to conclude the chestra furnished music for the danc
nominations and adjourn by midnight ing. Refreshments were
served in the
or earlier. There was talk, however,
balcony during intermissions. The
of a recess after the nomination for committee in
charge of the dance was
the head of the ticket in order to ar- composed of T. J. CarvilL E. T. For
range a slate for flhe vice president- tune, R. R. McCracken, G. L. Swearn
ial nomination. This may prolong the gin, C. H.
Wells, and G. C. Jacobs
session beyond midnight but it is not J. S. Nelson. R. R. McCracken. r! R
believed probable that such will be Greer, and G. M. Robinson were' on
the case.
the door and A. M. Sulier, L. A Welch
After the nomination for president G. C. Jacobs and H. E. Leahy made up
a recess for dinner probably will be the floor committee. It is to these
taken after which the convention will committees especially that the success
proceed to' the nomination of a vice of the dance Is due, though, all of the
railroaders did everything possible to
president.
make the affair enjoyable to their
Hughes Doesn't Want It
Frederick C. Tanner of New York guests.
4
gave out the following telegram from
Justice Hughes: "Rabbi Wise's state Dance In K. of C.
ment published yesterday states my Hall Thursday
The Catholic Ladies Bazaar associa
Please stop any effort on
position.
my behalf as nomination in any event tion will give a dance Thursday night
in the O. R C. halli The ladies will
would be declined."
Lawrence Y. Sherman of the 1111 be assisted in the affair by the
nois delegation, mentioned for the Knights of Columbus, who are donatvice presidential nomination, became ing the use of the hall on that even
m with a stomach disease and at ing. During the past year the Las
12:15
from the Coliseum Vegas council of the Knights of Col
to Emergency hospital.
umbus has given several informal
No Direct primary Plank.
dances in this hall and, judging from
The republican platform commit the success of these,- the dance on
tee voted down by a bare majority Thursday evening should prove an en
a proposition by Governor Hadley to Joyable affair. The K. of C.'s- were
incorporate a plank favoring the di hosts at a dance1 there two weeks ag
rect primary. Governor Hadley an and those who were present then can
nounced that no minority report be counted on for this affair
would Tie presented by the Roosevelt many have spoken to members of the
members.
It is possible, however, lodge suggesting a repetition of the
that the LaFollette faction will pre- dance. Fifty cents wilt be charged.
Mrs. SimJum will furnish the mua'c
sent a report.
The platform committee completed and a good time is promised to all.
The Ladies' Guild of St. Paul's MeIts deliberations and adjourned at
12:30 p. m. It Included in thai tariff morial Episcopal church, met Tuesday
resolution specific recognition of the afternoon .with Mra. Mary Behringei.
fact that certain duties were too The5nexL meeting will be held with
n
Robbins.iat her home on
high, with a pledge for their reduc
National avenue. The Altar guild of
tion.
the church met Thursday afternoon
with Miss Phebe Hart
Roosevelt Men Are "Llar.s"
V
V
Charmain Devine of the credentials
Miss Leon a Greenclay, daughter of
committee and R. R. McCormlck of
Illinois, a Roosevelt supporter and a Mr. and Mrs. Charles Greenclay. has
member of the committee, engaged In issued invitations for a party Monday
a heated argument in the committee afternoon at 2:30 o'clock. The affair
room today over a statement signed Is to be a Japanese party and all of
the guests have been requested to
by Roosevelt men attacking the work
come dressed in kimonos.
of the committee.
Mr. Devine declared that the Roosevelt members of the
The ladies of the West Side Catho
committee were "wilful liars."
lic church gave their regular monthly
social and dance Monday evening in
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE the Armory hall. A
large crowd was
New York, June 22. Prices were in attendance.
generally lower and the market ex
tremely dull at today's opening. Read
The Friendship club met Tuesday
ing, American Can, Texas company afternoon with Mrs. Mattie Fries, at
and Utah Copper yielded material frac her home 511 National avenue.
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M SALE

TICKETS

JULY 3, 4 AND 5, 1012

FINAL RETURN LIMIT, JULY 6TH., 1912

Fare For The Round Trip

mc-B- t

Societp Rotes!

D. L. BATCH

ELOR, Agent.

have on hand a complete stock of

vVe

SCREEN DOORS, WINDOW SCREENS AND WIRE SCREENING
"

At The Most Reasonable Prices
Get our quotations before buying:

LAS VEGAS LUT.1CZR CO.
Phone Main 150

Old To wn
M

If it may be termed a science

The
Science of

.

include

proposition to the greatest number
of prospective buyers. To reach this
class in the southwest uss the

Selling
Farms

;

OPTIC

WANT COLUMNS

s

DONT FAIL TO ATTEND

M mm AQDOflL
JUHE OLEARAHCE SALE
Smashing Reductions in The
Ladies Ready-to-WeSection
ar

ALL W0MENS
SHIRT WAIST AT
1--

4

Embroideries

il

VBeauiifnl Assortment at

OFF

1-- 3

to

1--

2

waa-v.take-

Mrs.-Joh-

must

a means of presenting the

Off

COTS AND BEDDING
We are prepared to supply large
quantities
of SheetsPillow Cases Pill wos Blankets-Comf- orts

and Cots.
SPECIAL PRICES QUOTED

SILK DRESSES

White Lingerie
Dresses
;

WORTH UP TO $12

A Nke Assortment of New
Stylish Dresses,
Your Choice
Up-to-da- te

S6.79
OXFORDS-PUMPS-HIG-

ON REQUEST

Cool i Summer Dresses,
':

De"

signed for Afternoon Wear

S6.69

SHOES
ENTIRE STOCK ON SALE

NONE

H

HELD IN RESERVE

the Store of Quality"
'

V,

iPd If

E.lasVegas.

-

n.m:

LA

lb PfescriptloDlst

;i
in

WINTERS DRUB CO.
I'houe Alain

NO NECESSITY
FOR REDUCTION
Always inquire of us

be-

fore buying elsewhere as
our prices remain the low
est for the highest class of
goods, Dry

Goods, Shoes and Clothing.

Hoffman

&

-

,

i

PERSONALS

.

whom everything depends.
Our responsibility Is' never
lost sight of for
moment
in prescription filling. Every
prescription . leaving our
tore is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
lake. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

ar

-

Fia sign painting see Hermann,
429 Craad, Fountain sguare.
J. A.Wilhon was in Las Vegas to
day from his ranch near Mineral Hill.
Local view post cards at Schaefefs.
35 subjects. Always something new.
Joe Hlle left this afternoon for
Watrous where he will spend Sunday
Waiting relatives.
Ed Springer arrived yesterday from
California and will be a visitor In Las
Vegas a short time.
A. 0. Jahren and Dr. A. E. North- wood of WaKon Mound were vlistors
in Las Vegas yesterday afternoon and
'

The man who doe the
weijbinj. the measuring
the man who knows how
and whythe man on

ready-to-we-

i

Graiibarth

vtUA8
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WILL FLANAGAN SAYS JOHNSON LOOKS

GOVERNOR

ANNOIIE

JUST AS GOOD AS HE EVER DID

HIS

POSITION
TO MAK6
EXECUTIVE
CHIEF
JOHN-S0N-ON
VIEWS
KNOWN
.VNN BOXINT BOUT
,

F

After having been in conference
for' more than two hours last night
with members of the board of direcclub and
tors of the Commercial
C.
William
Governor
Mayor Taupert
McDonald authorized the reading of
today.
W. O. Ogle, the land and Insurance an announcement to the effect that
man is .expected ,ln this evening on he will make a public statement of
train No. 9 from the northern part of his position regarding the staging d

Canadian Declares the Black Man Will Be Able to Whip Flynn,
Though He Doesn't Know How Long It Will Take Uim-- He
Has Cut Out His
Thinks Jack Will Be in Great Shape-FIy- nn
He
Can
Is
Tactics
and
Be,
Pleasant
as
Grouchy
"""

n

B--

(The Popular Priced Store)

Phone Main 104.

.

Flynn-Johnso-

FRYE'S HOTEL
Wagon Mound, New Mexico
40 miles north of Las Vegas
On Ocean to Ocean Road

Rate3 $3.00 Per Day

Cafe De Luxef
REGULAR DINNER

.

,

25o

SUNDAY DINNER

35o
Finest A La Carte Bill in the State

BARNES & RUSH, Props.

ALL GOOD FELLOWS GOTO

HAYWOOD'S

010RE

Fast

Water

i

-

'

OF

OLD RIPY WHISKEY
CGORS

GOLDEN BEER ON

- DRAUGHAll

T-

Brands of Bottled Beer
and Bonded Whiskies

Family Trade Solicited

Phone Vegas 133 fojr
Wines, Liquors or Beer
Delivered Free.

AVE.
515 DOUGLAS
Come and Try Your Luck

i
'

For ordinary everyday use, week after week, and month after
month, no motor car at any price will give you more faithful or
enduring service than an Everltt "30" at $1,250.
It has thj power, the speed, the roominess and the comfort ;
that you need. It la big enough but not too big. it Is as simpler
asany good car can be. It will stay In order and keep, running .
under y1he rabe
And it can be operated by your-eeryln conditions.
a afractjoa ofUijgif9iaj "automobile upkeep", cost ..
""fhls la'sVpdlnl fs especially Interesting. Its truth can be rea4- lly demonstrated. The car 'Will average 18 miles to the gallon of
fuel.
The tires ftre-- i unusually large, and therefore,
Tou need no chauffeur any member: of your family can drive an
.
"Everitt 30." ,
Why should you pay an extravagant price for any automobile,
when you can get aU the real advantages e'f the costliest In the
"Thirty" at so reasonable a figure? Think it over, and let us
show you the car. x..
rf

.

wear-resistin-

H-Sub-Agen-

F.

Automobile & Garage Co.,
Wanted

ts

Las Vegas, N. M

STATE AGENTS

ROUND TRIP SUMMER

SPRINGS $13.70

COLORADO

PUEBLO, COLO. $11.90

la!

DENVER $15.60
4

ST. LOUIS,

MO.

$40.30
CHICAGO,

ST. PAUL, MINN
ILL

$45.33

$46.30

Also rates to many other points in East, North East, West
and North West including points in Old Mexico and points in
British Columbia.

Tickets on sale daily June 1st. to Sept 30th. are first class
and good for stop over in either direction. Final return
limit October 31st, 1912.
'

""

Also tickets good for return within 60 days' from date on
sale to many points in East.
NEW YORK, N. Y. VIA STANDARD LINES

VIA DIFFERENTIAL LINES

$72.30

1

'

OFFICIAL DISPENSER

T

.t

(By Ed W. Smith)

Jack Johnson is aa good today as takes him, five ten, 15 or 40 rounds
he'll win. Flynn is a dangerous man
he waa two years ago at Reno."
He doesn't have to be down to the always anJ it will take a well consame weight he was then to have his ditioned, hard fighter to beat him.
same speed and strength. The two Jack's that man all right.
"As for the boxing thing I don't
yearg In age would make the natural
see where Jack needs it at all. He
difference In the weights."
These were a couple of the ideas ad cannot learn anything about boxing
vanced by Tom Flanagan of Toronto and couldn't get a wider knowledge
net
contest
here
the
the state.,
an when that famous trainer and friend of the art of handling himself In the
Mr. aw Mrs. H. M. Smith arrived later than Monday evening. The
num of Jack Johnson arrived in the city ring if he hired the very best boxers
to
a
was
nouncement
read
large
yesterday afternoon from their home
Tom waa a in the business.
unexpectedly yieeterday.
In Trenton, Mo., for a visit with Mr. ber of Las Vegas business men who
"What he needs is to sharpen up
bit underdue, if there is such a thing.
of
the
In
the
lobby
tad
gathered
Smith's brorW, H. C. Smith.
be la on the his speed and the road work is do lus
wired
would
he
He
had
"A. T. Payne, division superintendent Commercial club.
12 hours that for Win as much as anything else
McDonald has reasons night train. Instead he waa
Governior
of the WUa Fargo Express company,
could.
of
transcontinental
in
that
advance
with headquarters in Denver, is ex of his own, evidently, for not wish"The altitude won't affect him dewhen asked about it Tom
and
flyer
ta
toward
ihis
the
attitude
fight
pected ID this evening from Santa Fe. ing
in
over
the opinion of the medical exhad
said
he
Chicago
stopped,
spite
San le made public. He has maintained i
Mllnor Rudulph and Steven
of
examined him a short time
who
the
about
had
and
flight
pert
forgotten
clia.ez were Ml Las Vegas today on consistent silence for several weeks
showed at Reno that light
Jack
few other things.
a
time
and
ago.
business.
They are employed in the although he has been questioned
The merry Mick certainly was wel- atmospheric conditions are not to be,-men
oth
and
Mora county assessor's office and
by. newspaper
t
come out in Old town when it became factor with him at any time."
ers
The announcement that he
came In to get. the tax rolls.
Aoe Onppn, Jr.,
known that he was here and ready to
brought
Flanagan
no
Oscar H. Gosch, formerly manager would make his position clear
He with him from Toronto.
During the
get on the kxb at any minute.
of the Las Vegas Lumber company, later than Monday will be received by
said he was prepared to take any po day he visited the new arena, cow
conarrived last evening from his home the poople of New Mexico with
sition in the Johnson camp that the all but completed, and said he thought
in Albuquerque on a short business siderable interest.
desired or would take none the ring would be a corker. Asked
champion
That the governor's opinion will be at
trip to Las Vegas.
if that was the plan. He mere- if he thought Johnson was serious in
all,
Mr. and Mrs. George Smith, former favorable is the opinion of those who
ly wanted to be here for the fight and his kick about the small size he said
If his Intention
ly of Las Vegas, arried this after talked with him.
to lend all of the assistance he could he didn't know but made the statenoon from their home in Amarillo, were to stop the contest, It Is be
ment that few rings around the coun
in a training sense.
Texas, for a vtist with Mrs. Smith's lieved, he would not hesitate to make
at try are larger than this one and that
that
not
It
is
Flanagan,
likely
such an announcement at once and
parents Mr. and Mrs. It. L. M. Ross,
this stage of the game, will supplant it didnt' make a great deal of differJ. A. Dougherty, of Colorado Springs without reservation. Governor McWatson Burns, of Pittsburgh, present ence, in his opinion.
arrived last night from Colorado and Donald, it is known, wishes Las VeJohnson took Flanagan and a party
head of affairs in' the Johnson camp.
will be here until after July 4. Mr. gas to be morally clean and free
friends for a 40 mile ride into the
of
not
intention
Johnson's
is
It
evidently
Dougherty made the trip to Las Ve- from all gambling and other Infrac to
have any change in the routine in country during the middle of the day
gas by automobile, and will put his tions of the law. If he finds the fight 01 dtown at this time or
only U days and th)ey got a big string of the fine
machine' In hire.
will not have a tendency to lift the before the contest
bass that the surrounding lakes afford
. Engineer and Mrs. E. L. Robinson
lid, it is thought he will do nothing
been more of a so bountifully..
has
always
Flanagan
arrived last evening from their home toward stopping it. That he will find
and pal for the giant, chamFlynn worked along in his same,
in Wellington, Kan., and will spend conditions ideal here Is a foregone companion
Reno was known as busi- dogged, determined manner that has
and
at
pion
several days here the guests of Mrs conclusion, as Captain Fred Fornoff ness
manager of the camp rather than marked his training here since he got
Robinson's father and mother, Mr. of the mounted police, on a recent a
head
trainer, although Tom is widely down to the real nub of the work
and Mrs. N. . Rosenberry.
visit here, declared Las Vegas to be known as a onditioner of athletes and about three weeks ago. Improvement
Mr. and Mrs. A. O. Wheieler
and the cleanest town in New Mexico.
unquestionably is one of the bpst men can be seen in him right along and
children arrived this afternoon from
Governor McDonald's manner last in the business.
there isnt' the slightest doubt now
Santa Fe, and will spend a Bhort time night was reassuring. He was jovTom looked all over the big fellow that he will be In tiptop shape for
in Las yegas vistlng friends.
They ial and cordial to the local merchants soon after hLg arrival because the the big battle.
were formerly resident of Las Vegas, who have their money invested in the
Flynn is keen on the realization
newspaper men were anxious to get
their" home at the present time being
n
and his opinion and, he gave it freely all stuff. He sees himself a champion
entertainment
in Denver.
slapped them on the back in a man- the way through.
right now. Hs acts like a champion
E. S. Groves, formerly of Las Vegas, ner that Indicated his decision would
"He's good, boys, mighty good, and is feupposed to act because Jim says
accompanied by Paul Staabof Santa be favorable.. He told one of the pro don't overlook this fact," was Tom's he is
practicing all he can so that
Fe, arrived this afternoon from the moters he could tell the boys anyopening statement. "The weight has the new honors will fit him imme
two
weeks thing he liked, which, of course, can
Capital City, and will spend
nothing to do with it. It Is true that diately. He breathes confidence and
visiting Mn Staab's sister, Mrs. Max be Interpreted In many ways but he scaled In at something like 200 radiates the best of cheer to all those
mountain
Nordhaus, at the Nordhaus
which looks highly favorable to the pounds when he iboxed Jeffries, but about him.
home-aTrout Springs.
Fourth of July show.
All the old rough stuff has been shed
rempmber please that that was two
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Fell and daugh
The governor refused to grant an years ago. A man two years older out at Montezuma.
With the com
ter, Doroth?, arrived this afternoon iiueiview with local and
visiting would naturally be this much heavier. ing of good condition Flynn's temper
from their home in Raton, for a short
"He weighed for me this morning has dlsappearefl and he is a real fan
newspaper men. A representative cf
vilst with Mrs. Ftfll's parents, Mr. and The
Optic found him playing a game and the scales showed me 219& now, real folks they say here. Jim
Mr.
was
Mrs. Charlea Tamrae.
Fell
of billiards in the Commercial club Thata simply great and all he has to
sfaking more friends right, along
formerly chief clerk In the Santa Fe rooms after the conference. His an- take off during the next ten days because he doesn't disappoint people
superintendent's office here, but is tagonist was W. J. Lucas and the is about flVie1 pounds. Anywhere be- when they take the long ride out to
now trainmaster in the Gate City.
governor's string was considerable tween 212 and 215 pounds the day of his camp. He can 'be relied upon to
shorter than that of his democratic the contest will suit me to a T. Any won; every afternoon at a certain
OUTDOOR LIFE
friend.
thing under that wouldn't be natural hour and if ne doesn't work the word
Will Not Offset the III Effects of Cof- I "No time for you fellows," was the at all.
goes out in plenty of time to flag all
who might want to take the
I
those
when
was
in
fee and Tea When One CanCali
when
him
asked
he
"Why,
joined
governor's reply
not Digest Them.
if he would give the newspaper men fornia before the Jeffries contest ho trip.
A farmer says:
five minutes. "And if you make me was weighing 232 pounds and when we
MEYER IS ILL.
"For ten years or more I suffered lose this game of billiards," he con- landed in Reno about two weeks befrom dyspepsia and stomach trouble, tinued, "I'll be peeved at you to say fore the battle he. weighed just what
June 22. Secretary
Washington,
caused by the use of coffee, (tea con the least. I like the newspaper boys, he does today 219 pounds. And we Meyer, who left Washington a week
tains caffeine, the same drug found but I don't want to see them to- took that 19 or 20 pounds off for ago for his home at Hamilton, Mass.,
he waa down to below 199 at one has developed typhoid.
In coffee) until I got so bad I had night."
A message
He has to that effect was received today at
to give up coffee entirely and almost
Accompanied by Alvan N. White, time In about ten days.
of public in- trained differently and perhaps much the navy department. When the sec
give up eating. There were times state superintendent
when I could eat only boiled milk struction; Dr. M. F. DesMarais, coun- bettjer this time, because he has tak- retary left it was said he was sufand bread; and when I went to the ty superintendent of schools, and Dr. en a much longer time at .it.
fering from stomach trouble.
field to work I had to take some Frank H. H. Roberts, president of the
"These figures that I am giving
bread and butter along to give me New Mexico Normal University," Gov- you are absolutely correct;
ernor McDonald left this morning for
"Now, you may not believe this, but
strength.
"I doctored steady and took almost Mora where he will visit the Mora I'm going to tell you about it. I don't
everything I could get for my stom- county institute. The trip was made know whether Curley was trying. to
ach In the way of medicine but if I in Dr. DesMarais' touring car.
put one over or not but the fact remains that as soon as Tommy Ryan
got any better It only lasted a little
while. I was almost a walking, skelMr. and Mrs. John Colwell returned quit the Flynn camp his 'Syracuse
eton.
Mlast night from a short honeymoon friends came over to Toronto and be- Colors GUARANTEED
"One day I read an ad for Postum trip to El Paso. They will reside at gan to bet a whole lot of money at
and told my wife I would try It, and the home of D. C. Welch, 1024 Fourth most any price they could get, letting
To Sun And
the whole works go in on Flynn.
as to the following facts I will make street
affidavit before any Judge:
J'lt's a fact anl'I sincerly believe
a
"I quit coffee entirely and used s
that some of it was R.va'i's money.
a r.ipn
ALSO THE GREAT
Postum in its place. I have regained
Mrs. Lela Love, Wife of Wller' Love, The maiai'fellow of this 'bunch was
my health entirely and can eaany- a farmer living near Covena,'1'"Ga'.. betting $50 to $80 and $50 to $75 and
thing that is cooked to eat. I have says: "I have taken Foley Kidney wound up by offering to bet me $10,-)0I wired Jack here iu Las Vegas
Increased in weight until now I weigh Pills and find them to be all you
claim for them. They gave me almost
more than I ever did. I have not
the matter and inside of an
about
CARPETS AND RUGS
irstant relief when my kidney. were
taken any medicine for, my stomach sluggish and inactive. I can cheerfully hour I had answer back to go ns far
since I began using Postum.
recommend them to all sufferert from as I liked.
ALSO THE
"My family would stick to coffee kidney troubles." O. G. Schaefa- and
"I nailed him down with a forfiot,
Co.
Cross
Red
Drug
at first," but' they saw the effects it
to
time
came
when
it
but
putting up
had on me and when they were feelOn account cf the' rain this after he weakened and wouldn't bet all of
ing bad they began to use Postum, noon the Maroons will play the Trlni that money. But I got a neat little
one at a time, until now we all use dad club tomorrow morning as well wager out of him all right. Now what
OF RUGS AND MATTING
Postum." Name given by Postum as In the afternoon.. The game will would you think about that? Ryan
Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
be called promptly at 10:30 o'clock. quits the camp, sends out a story that
Ten days' trial of Postum in place Fans are urged to turn out at both Flynn wont' do and as soon as he $8.95 for $11.00 Crex 9x12 Rugs
of tea or coffee proves the truth, an games as the club will go deep into does the Syracuse people begin bet- $7.95 f9r $10.00 Crex 8x10 Rugs
the hole if liberal support Is not giv- ting on Flynn. Maybe they know $4.95 for $7.50 Crex 6x9 Rugs
easy and pleasant way.
Read the little book. "The Road to en. The fact that fans have been Ryan but thesp are facts and dozens
all other sizes in proportion
Wellvllle," dn pkgs. "There's a rea- attending the Johnson workouts in- of people in Toronto can verify what and
for Monday and Tuesday at
son."
stead of going to the ball games has I say;
"Of course I think Johnson will win,
Fans should re
Ever read the above letter? A new hurt the receipts.
one appears from time to time. They member that baseball will be the only but I'm not going to venture any pre
are genuine, true, and full of human amusement after the dinge and the diction on the length of the battle.
Jack Is a safe fighter asd whether it
Pueblo coal heaver have vanished.
Interest
Opposite Y. M. C. A.
Flynn-Johnso-

TheEveritt "30"
The Car For Service

.

HODGES FIBER

For further information call on or write.

P.
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BATCHELOB,

So!

Apt.

a3

To)
We are prepared to supply you with the hi hest. grade
fast color Flags and Bunting in any quantity you may wish, a"
exceptionally low prices. All new, 48 star goods.
$2.50
5 Ft.x8Ft Fast Color, Heavy Grade Flag
4.00
4 Ft.x6 Ft. Fast Color, All Wool Bunting Flag
50c
32x48 inches, Fast Color Flag, Mounted
25c
22x34 inches, Fast Color Flag, Mounted
Mounted15c
Color
Fast
15x24 inches,
Flag,
10c
11x16 inches, Fast Color Flag, Mounted
15c
No. 5, Printed Flags, 6x9j inches, per dozen
dozen
10c
No. 4, Printed Flags, 5x7 inches, per
7c
per yd
Waterproof Government Bunting,
"Passaic"
Double
Faced,
Waterproof
Bunting,
10c
per yard . . .
Tri-Colo- r,

Tri-Colo-

r,

CREX" LINE

The Rosenthal

Laa VodaSLekiind Store

Established

186Z

Subacrfca

SouthSidePlaja

ibi9 TI:o
.

13

f

tix

CAsk

A

A
IN POINT

BUSINESS . ,
..DIRECTORY

C MITRAL II OT EL
De Quiz

416 Grand

.

Do you believe

In palm

To-wl- t:

'

Battery Charging Station
Automobiles for Hire.

ESSr

A. II. Lorenzen
Carriage Manufacturer,
'General Blacksmithing,
Carriage Painting
IN-H-

CAFE

AND

LOBBY RESTAURANT

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR OINNIRf

THE

BEST

GOODS

OBTAINABLE

ALWAYS

HANDLHL

-

W1U
I
Jsttt

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
1
e

ADVER-

Albuquerque. N. M.
1st pub. June 21, last pub. July 2, '12.

TISEMENTS

CHAPMAN

NO.
1,
LODGE
DORADO
EL
KNIGHT
OF PYTHIAS MeU
munication first and
every Monday eve
in OaaUe Hall
Bm
third Thursday In each
"
month. Vlaitlng brothVisiting Knights are
ers cordially Invited.
i
E.
Liebsca
N. O. Herman, W.
. R. Murray.

LOOQE NO
A,

M

t,

A. P. A
com-

Raiajr

ff

It;

Secretary.

r4t'iiH.

JJ

it

Chan

Commander

eel I oi
Harry

Five cents per line each Insertion.
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Estray Advertisement
Kecord and 8eaL
Estimate alx ordinary words to a line.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Notice is hereby given to whom it No ad to
occupy less apace than two
ooaoUva aaoomd Taea
may concern that the following de line. All advertla
menta charoad
B. P. O. ELKS
Meets second
day In each moath at
scribed estray animal was taken up by will be booked
at space actually aet,
fourth Tuesday eienlng of aaal
at 7:30 p. m. CD.
W. T. Curry, Montoya, N. M.
Temple
witnout regard to number of words.
month at O R. C. haU.
Visida
Boucher, & C; Chaa. Tamma, Re
Tewit: One Iron gray horse 4 or Cash In advance
preferred.
brothers are cordially Incited. Gee
oordar.
5 years, black mane
and tall.
H. Hunker, Exalted KuW; D.
Branded
' "'
Condon, Secretary.
On left hip
ROYAL
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER No, S,
ARCH MASONS ilacalar convoca
Branded
ATTOItNEVh
tion first Monday la each
On left Jaw
momtt at Haaonle TemHUNKER A HUNKER
Said animal being unknown to this
ple, at T:l p. m. 1L
Geo. H. Hunker
Chester A. Huole
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
WUnama. H. P.; F. O.
before July 12, 1912, said date being
Attorneys at Law.
Blood, Secretary.
Laa Vega.
New Mxi
10
after last

y

Reg-iikul-

'

u

Ma-aon- io

LJ

Ave

Phone Main 447

DEALER

t

e

TDE

.

Estray Advertisement
Istry?
Notice is hereby given to whom it
De Whli Yes; to some extent.
concern that the following de
De Quiz Do you think the hand! may
can indicate that a mas is about U scribed estray animal was taken up by
E. B. Deschampe, Bueyeros, N. M.
acquire weath?
One spotted cow, 8 years.
De Whiz 1 do In the case of pick
Branded
pockets.
fTI
E7H
On left ribs
Said animal being unknown to this
AFTER NEWS
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before July 12, 1912, said date being
ess I I nn 10 days after last appearance of this
advertisement, said estray will be sold
by thla Board for the benefit of the
days
appearance of this
owner when found.
advertisement, said estray will be sold
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
by this Board for the benefit of the
Albuquerque, N. M.
owner when found.
1st pub. June 21, last pub. July 2, '12.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,

LAS VEGAS GARAGE
M BIEHL, Propietor

TIIE2:0PTICf

CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. June 21, last pub. July 2, '12

vog

last

1312.

COLUMN

VCHUE'Z

nns.yi. flint,

22,

rj

EXPERT SHOE REPAIRING

Cor. Grand andlDouglas Ave.
Las Vegas, N. M.

JUNE

Estray Advertisement
Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
Notice Is hereby given to whom t
may concern that the following de- may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by scribed estray animal was taken up by
eWeeeeeeeeeeee
Wm. H. Harris, Jr., Gladstone, N. M.
J. N. Hughes, Venus, N. M.
v
black
One
8
Tewit:
In
y
mare,
One dark bay, spot
years,
forehead, stallion, 675 lbs., 134 bands 800 lbs.,
Branded
high, 3 years old.
On left hip
Branded
CI
OJ
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Said animal being unknown to this Board, unless claimed by owner on or
J
Board, unless claimed by owner On or before July 12, 1912, said date being g
before July 12, 1912, said date bein? 10 days after last appearance of this
10 days after last appearance of this advertisement, said
estray will be sold
advertisement, said estray will be sold by thla Board for the benefit of the
by this Board for the benefit of the owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
owner when found.
RATES FOR CLASSIFIED
To-wl-

THOMAS J. MORTJMER
4121DOUGLASIA

VEGAS DAILY OPTIC. SATURDAY,

a

OPTIC8 NUMBER,

MAIN

.

Wanted

Albuquerque, N. M.
Estray Advertisement
1st pub. June 21, last pub. July 2, '12.
GIRL WANTED Honest,
Notice is hereby given to whom it
industrious,
ana reliable, no other need
may concern that the following de
apply.
Estray Advertisement
Potter Candy store.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Notice is hereby given to whom it
Rocky Mt Supply Co., Koehler, N. M. may concern that the
following de
Tewit: One light bay horse, 9 scribed estray animal was taken up
by
hands high.
years, 750 lbs., 14
L. E. Lumbley, West Tularosa, N. M.
Branded
One red bald face stag, FOR SALE
-- MTypewriter and chickens.
On left shoulder
about 10 years, 700 lbs.
inquire 1005 Seventh street.
Said animal being unknown to this
Branded
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
I I FOR SALE
On left hip
Horse, harness and bugbefore July 12, 1912, said date being
Said
animal
gy.
to
unknown
this
being
Cheap.
Inquire Waterman,
10 days after last appearance of this
Plaza photographer.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
advertisement, said estray will.be sold before
July 12, 1912, said date being
by this Board for the benefit of the 10
after last appearance of this FOR SALE Buff Plymouth Rock
days
owner when found.
said estray will he sold
hair chicks, 112 per 100. Orders
advertisement,
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Board for the benefit of the
this
filled unUl July l. Mrs. M. E. Stevby
Albuquerque, N. M.
owner when found.
ens. Humboldt. Kan.
1st pub. June 21, last pub. July 2, '12.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
Estray Advertisement
1st pub. June 21, last pub. July 2, '12.
to whom
la

RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
ft Jbeta first and third Fridays In
Maaoale Temple. Mrs. T. B. Bowea,
Worthy Matroa; James O. Rutledge
Worthy Patroa; Mrs. George Trip,

Secretary.

Phone Mala

Grand avenue.

I2,

PHYSICIAN'S
DR. H. W. HOUF

Residence

1016 Fifth St.
Office 506V& Grand Avenue
120 Phonee Res. Main 293. Office Main 48
Office hours 10 to 12 m.; 2 to 4 p. m.

FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD
NO.
LOCAL TIME CARD
iOJ Meets every Monday night at
O. R. C HalL on
Bouglaa avenue, at
8 o'clock.
EAST BOUND
Visiting members are
Beaan
K. Gehrlna. Arrive
coraiaJHy welcome.
MS p. m
preaidaat; J. T. Buhler, secretary; No. 2.... 9:10 p. m
No. 4
u. H. Bally, trees arer.
11:06 p m
11:10 p. m
No. 8
1:16 a. m
1:25 a. av
No. 10.... 1:45 p. m...... 3:10 . av
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERIC
Meet in the forest of brother
WE8T BOUND
love at Woodmen of the Wor
No.
1:20 p. m.
..1:46 p. m
I..
hall on the second and fourth Fr
No. 3. 1. ...6:10 a. m
6:15 p. m
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. CU
7
No.
m.
4:40
4:50 a. r
p.
Oonaul; G. Laemml6, Clerk.
Vi.
9
.6:35 p. m.
7:90 . av
lng neighbors are especially wt No,
coma and cordially invited.
Helped to Keep Down Expenses
Mrs. J. E. Henry, Akron, Mich, tells
J. E. ROSEN WALD LODGE NO. 645,
how she did ao: "I was bothered
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first
with my kidneys and had to go nearly
Estray Advertisement
FOR RENT Bedroom. Modern.
Tueaday of the month In the veetry double. I tried a sample of Foley
Ap
Notice is hereby given to whom It
1017
Seventh
ply
rooms of Temple Montefiore at i Kidney Pills and they did me so much
street
may concern that the following de
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are good that I bought a bottle, and feel
scribed estray animal was taken up by ONE furnished room on
that
saved me a big doctor's
first floor
oorOtLHj Invited.
Isaac AppeL bill." they
O. G. Schaefer and Rod Cross
Federico Glron, Puertecito, N. M.
with bath and on car line. Inquire
tea Greenclay, See Drug Co.
Char
President;
One cream colored cow,
609 Sixth etreet.
(
retary.
6 years, 500 lbs., 4 feet.
Mrs. M. A. McLaughlin. C12 Jay 6t,
Branded
FOR RENT Five room house,
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNSU La Cross, Wis., writes that she Butterpartly
I
On left shoulder
ed all kinds of pains In her back and
furnished or unfurnished. Apply
NO. 804. Meets second and fomrt
hips on account of kidney trouble and
920 Gallinas.
Branded
in
O.
R.
C.
hall.
Plonee
Thursday
rheumatism. "I got some of Foler
On left hip
building. Visiting members are c
Kidney Pills and eiter taking thorn for
dially lnvied. Peter Emenaker, G. a few days there was a wonderful
Said animal being unknown to this
change In my case, for the
entire
K., Richard Devine, F. S.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
ly left my back and hips and I am
before July 12, 1912, said date being STOLEN One
thankful there s such a medicine as
small bay horse, also I. O. O. FH LAS VEGAS LODGE NO Foley
10 days after last appearance of this
Kidney Pills." O. O Schaefer
harness and open buggy with rea
Red Cross Drug Co.
and
1.
Meets
a:
every
Monday
said
evening
sold
will
be
advertisement,
estray
gear. Horse branded TM on left
their hail on Sixth etreet All visit
by this Board for the benefit of the
hip. Suitable reward for any infor- This is to certify that Foley's Honey
brethren cordially Invited to at
ing
owner when found.
and Tar Compound does not contain
mation leading to recovery.
Ben
.
D.
tend.
J
N.
G.; opiates, any habit forming
FridenarJne,
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
drugs, or
Bruhn.
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood, any ingredients that could possibly
Albuquerque, N. M.
Secretary; Karl West, Treasurer; harm its users. On the contrary, Its
1st. pub. June 21, last pub. July 2, '12
great healing and soothing qualities
V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
C
HERMIT LODGE
make it a real remedy for coughs,
In the midst of tall nines. Th mnai
colds and Irritations of the throat
Estray Advertisement
F. O. E. Meets first and third Tue chest and lungs. The genuine is in a
Notice U hereby given to whom it beautiful resort on the Scenic
High
day evenings each month, at Wood yellow package. Ask for Foley's Honmay concern that the following de way, excellent trout fishing,
man 'hall Visiting Brothers coj ey and Tar Compound and accept no
scribed estray animal was taken up by
accommodations.
substitute. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Running
Milt Whipple, Alamo, N. M.
dially Invited to attend. A. It Cross Drug Co.
mountain spring water, broad
Tewit:) One bay and white fe- es, rustic swings, music The ideal Adler, President; E. C. Ward, Se
retary.
male horse, 750 lbs., 5 or 6 years.
Everybody reads The Optic
piace for an outing. Table unexcelled.
Branded
MRS. S. B. WARNER, in Charge.
On left hip
DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED
One bay with white face female
by local applications, as they cannot
horse, 750 lbs., 8 years.
MSB lbs. or Mora, Eaeti Delivery
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
ttle per 1SS Ike.
Branded
There is only one way to cure deafIMS lb, to BSS Ifca, Caen Delivery
Iks
ZScpartt
On left hip
ness, and that is by constitutional
CSS lb, to 1,00s
r
Kaot, DeRvery
SO per IBS Is.
Said animal being unknown to this remedies. Deafness is caused by an
SS Iba. to MS
Eaeh Deli vary
4So per 1SS la.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or Inflamed condition of the mucous linLa Than 6S Iba, Each Delivery
BSe par 1st lb
of the Eustachian Tube. When
ing
before July 12, 1912, said date being this
tube Is inflamed von havn n. rum.
10 days after last appearance of this bllng" gound or
Imperfect hearing, and
advertisement, said estray will be sold wnen it la entirely closed, deafness Is
the
.result and unless the Inflammaby this Board for the benefit of the
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
tion can be taken out and this tube
owner when found.
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
restored to Its normal condition, hear
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.
ing win ne destroyed forever; nine;
cases out of ten are caused by catarrh,
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. June 21, last pub. July 2, '12. which is nothing but an inflamed condition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of deafness (caused by
Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it catarrh) that cannot be cured by Hall's
Catarrh Cure.- Send for circulars, free
may concern that the following de
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Sold by Druggists, 75o.
M.
Ed Ellis, Dwyer, N.
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti.'
Tewit: One brown mare 10 years pation.
800
lbs.
old,
IN MEMORY OF PRIEST.
Branded
June 22. The members of
Quebec,
On left hip
the St. Joan Baptlste society of St.
One light red cow 11 years, 500
Sauveur have made elaborate prepClassified ads. search oat the psople to whom amonf al
lbs.
,

For Sale

eavy

Hardware andjD
Wtgon Material

To-wl- t:

m

CLAY AND HAVENS
Livery, Feed and Sales Stables.
.

NOT SO EASY

Good Rigs & Prompt Service

1202 National Ave

Phone Main

71

JOHN N. KINNEY
ACCOUNTANT AND AUDITOR

Bxto and

Phone Main

Douglas.

rfTR

40.

P. MACKEL

....

THE ROMERO

ADV. CO

"PUBLICITY EXPERTS"
SIGNS FOR YOUR
STORE

Muslin Signs,

OR

FACTORY

Office Lettering

Window Display Cards
Wall & Bulletin Display Signs
ULL

H.

J LUG L1 1

Fountain Squire

C. YOUNG

XAWNMOWERS SHARPENED
and Gunsmith Bicycle and

'Lock

Notice
it
hereby given
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by
H. B. Steele of Estancia, N. M.'
One dark bay male horse
star in face, white left fore foot,
years, 650 lbs.
Branded
Q"7
On right hip
Branded
On left Jaw
'
Branded
On left shoulder
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before July 12, 1912, said date being
Father If that young man comei 10 days after last appearance of this
here again, I'll throw him out of the advertisement, said estray will he sold
house.
by this Board for the benefit of the
Daughter You'd, better go into owner when found.
training right away, then, papa. Percj
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
on his college team.
is center-rus- h
To-wi- t:

1

Albuquerque, N M.
1st pub. June 21, last pub. July 2, '12.
-

HIS KINO

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by
J. H. Head, White Water, N. M.
t:
One sorrel mare, 750 lbs.,
10 or 12 years, 14
hands high.
Branded
(

To-wi-

,

General Repairing
520-6t- h

'

'

HOUSE AND 81GN PAINTING
Hardwood Finishing, Paper Hanging
and Glazing,
estimates Cheerfully Given.
Old Town
West Side Plaza

OFFICE,

The Medium Ah, beautiful
lady,
you have come to find your future husband; is It not so?
The Lady Not much; Tve come to
Bnd where my present husband Ii
wher he's absent

Street

E. Las Vegas

pjnTWu

THE CRY8TAL ICE

CC.

Phone Main 227

THEY PUT AN END TO IT
Charles Sable, 30 Cook St.. Roches
ter, N. T, says he reommends Foley
Tudney Pills at every opportunity be
cause they gave him prompt relief
from a bad case of- - kidney trouble
that had long bothered him. Such
a recommendation, coming from Mr.
Sable, is direct and convincing evi
dence of the great curative qualities
of Foley Kidney Pills. O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Co.

To-wi- t:

J

stolen

RETAIL PRICES

On left shoulder
On left hip

jsranaea
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before July 12, 1912, said date being
10 days after last appearance of this
advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE

You bet our Ice Is cooling! More
than that, it's pure and wholesome.
Every piece of our Ice is clear and
tiealthful and our prices are so reas
onable that you are doing yourself an
Injustice by not ordering your ice to- Jay from

For Rent

SANITARY BOARD.
Jones So your son is now going to
Albuquerque, N. M.
college, ehf
Smith Yes; he finally located on 1st pub. June 21, last pub. July 2, '12.
where they would not allow th
studies to Interfere with athletics.
Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following de
THE WINNER
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Wm. H. Harris, Jr., Gladstone, N. M.
One gray mare, 4 years
Branded
M
On left 'shoulder
p
Branded
On left hip '
Also one brown mare 10 years old
with star in face 'bearing the same
brand.
Also one bay horse.
On right shoulder
7V
-- A
Branded
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner oa or
before July 12, 1912, said date being
10 days after last appearance of this
advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
She Speech is silver and silence is owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
gjlden. '
Albuquerque, N. M.
j He But the man with the most
brass gets the tin.
1st pub. June 21, last pub. July 2, '12.
To-wlt- :.

LJ

lb,
lb,

AGUA PURA COMPAiN- T-

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders

IJI
lid

Branded
CB
On right hip
Branded
FG
On right ribs
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before July 12, 1912, said' date being
10 days after last appearance of this
advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.

1st

CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Albuquerque, N. M.
pub. June 21, last pub. July 2, '12

arations for the observence of the
fiftieth anniversary of the founding
of the society, which falls tomorrow.
The chief feature of the commemoration will be the erection of a statue
of Rev.

Father

Durocher,

who was

the founder of ithe St. Sauveur
branch of the famous order. The
statue is of bronze, standing on a
granite pedestal, and has been erected on Durocher square, where the unveiling exercises will take place.
.

Old papers ror sale.

Optic office.

of those who MIGHT BUY

the particular thing is worth most.
That property you want to sell isJWORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of any
sort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of a
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
best markets!

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, SATURDAY,

An Appropriate

VALUE OF

PLACE OF MICROBES

ABIDING

"Why are you so particular which
postal card joa purchase V asked
Olive of her friend Gwendolyn as they
stood before a postal rack la an

drug store. It couldn't have
taken England longer to purchase the
Sues canal than It takes you to decide
upon a little piece of pasteboard.
"Promise youH not tell. ' Jim aent
be a card all decorated with
and a little verse saying:
" "Bloaaons Blue as the sky -forget-me-not-

To my

friend will My
Kindeat thoughts and good will
This card brings with it today.'
"Now I'm trying to find an appropriate one to send In return."
"Don't waste your time. Jim certainly didn't He must have bought
those carda by the gross, as five girls,
Including
myself, received similar
onee. So you're not the favored one,"
said Olive carelessly.
Of that's true, then any old card
will do. I'll scribble the address on
this one without even looking on the
other side," returned Gwendolyn, her
cheeks blushing from the humiliating
thought, how she bad searched, east,
west, north and south for a card.
All Gwendolyn'! waking and sleeping hours had been occupied with
Jim's image. Never again could she
hope to meet anyone so congenial, and
now she knew positively that she was
only one amongst many In his
.

thoughts.
"Your name should have been Gwendolyn Regretful instead of Gwendolyn
Barret," Olive told her. "Whatever you
do you regret it, so It doesn't matter
much what you do," as 'Gwendolyn
kept repeating how sorry she was that
she mailed the card In such haste.
The following day Gwendolyn was
greatly perplexed to receive a tele-

THE

HORSE

are microbes that art
the church with dire defeats; they're bacilli that produce the
plague entitled Vacant Seats. There's
an influence arising from these weary,
dreary pews, that's as pestilential as
the breath of rank, malarial dews. II
diagnosis we would make of churches
void of heat, we'd And the mercury
had dropped down In the vacant seat
The doctors ought to busy get, the
church's health to save, because this
situation is becoming very grave.
Napoleon wished once, 'tia said, to
break a conquered bell; bis soldiers
swung their hammers free, and pounded hard and well; but firm, uninjured,
strong. It stood, resisting every
stroke, until they hit from the inside,
broke. Thus
and then, it quickly
what the church needs most to fear,
is not the outBlde sin, but spineless,
lackadaisical Inanity within. And that
which blocks and trips the church,
and rolls her down the stair, Is the
nominal adherent who, however, Isn't
there. If we could but eliminate this
stunting empty seat, the church would
soar In glorious flight, amazingly
There Is a remedy that
complete.
works at any time and place; it's every one, at every time, and always,
In his place. If you would give this
formula a keen, conclusive
search,
just try it well, next Sunday, at the
Presbyterian cburch, or any place of
worshiD where you feel you'd like to
and healing
be, and the medicine
you'll find tally to a T. The Continent.

While the rainfall of any region Is
dependent on dynamic influences in
the atmosphere, and can be affected
only in a very slight degree, it at all,
by the extent of that region covered
by forests. It has certainly been shown
that woods and forests conserve rainfall. The briefest consideration indicates the likelihood that this must be
so, because vegetation and the ground
covered with vegetation absorb water
and allow it to percolate slowly to the
lower levels, whereas on bare ground
the rainwater runs quickly away to
sea. But trees serve another purpose
In aid of agriculture; because, aa some
recent experiments show, they act as
windbreaks and shelters to growing
crops. The distance to which the protective influence of trees extends is
estimated at twenty times their
height, though complete protection,
such as might be afforded to growing
wheat in a gale, extends only to a distance eight times the height of the
trees. Partial protection 1 about
twelve to fourteen times the height
They also check evaporation of rainfall, their influence extending five
time their height to windward and
eighteen times to leeward, and preserve as much as 70 per cent of moisture ordinarily lost Finally, their
Influence heats both air and soil, increasing the diurnal range of temperature by as much aa nine degrees
Fahrenheit

'Father of beasts and of men!" so
pake the horse, approaching the
throne of Zeus "I am said to be one
of the most beautiful animals with
which thou has adorned the world;
and my
leads me to believe
It Nevertheless, might not some things
In me still be Improved?"
'And what in thee, thlnkest tbou.
I
admits of improvement? Speak!
to open to Instruction," said the Indulgent god with a smile.
'Perhaps," returned the horse, "I
hould be fleeter It my legs were taller
and thinner. A long swan neck would
not disfigure m. A broader breast
would add to my strength. And, since
thou bast once for all destined me to
bear thy favorite, man the saddle
which the well meaning rider puts up-s- n
me might be created a part of me."
'Good," replied Zeus, "wait a mo
ment!"
Zeus, with earnest countenance, pro
nounced the creative word. Then
flowed life Into the dust; then organized matter combined; and there stood
before the throne the ugly camel.
The horse saw, shuddered and trem
bled with fear and abhorrence.
'Here," said Zeus, "are taller and
thinner legs; here Is a long swan-neck- ;

There

Pathetic Religious Ceremony That Is
Observed by People of the

Ushant

l,

Hurt of Unkind Words.
Unkind words are sharper than
If you cut your finger there
swords.
is but temporary pain. If your heart
is hurt with sarcasm or brutal speech
the suffering continues as long as your
Since we all
memory is working.
know the agony of injured feelings It
certainly behooves all of us to be
sparing with stinging conversation.
As one grows' wiser and older one
pays little heed to what others say.
Unkind things then apparently don't
The older,
have the power to hurt.
wiser ones just twirl their thumbs and
smile. It is a great relief when one
gets to that point of perfeot tranquil-

lity.
Relief From Influenza,
Influenza, as is believed by the majority of medical men at present, is
caused by a microbe which is present in the atmosphere, when the epidemic is raging. The surest safeguard
against a disease arising from a microbe Is to use antiseptics; of these
carbolic acid and eucalyptus oil have
been found of most use for the prevenThe best
tion and cure of Influenza.
way of using these is In the form of a
'

containing. In addition
to carbolic and eucalyptus, camphor,
charcoal and ammonia.
Bmelling-bottl-

e

here Is a broader breast; here
the created saddle! Wilt thou,
horse! that I should transform thee
after this fashion?"
The horse still trembled.
"Go!" continued Zeus. "Be Instruct
ed, for this once, without being pun
ished. But to remind thee, with ocIs

casional compunction, of thy presumption do thou, new creation, continue!"
Zeus cast a preserving glance on the
camel. "And never shall the horse
behold thee without trembling." From
Children were only found yesterday. Lesslng's Fables.
Before the nineteenth century the
child mind and the child heart were
not supposed to have enough in them PICTURE OF MODERN
LIFE
to interest the majestic adult It Is
true that you find a delightful baby Little Telephone Conversation Between
in Homer; that In Vergil there Is the
Husband and Wife That Hits Off
prettiest glimpse of a little girl, and
Modern Conditions.
up and down in the classics you may
meet half a dozen other pleasant
Mr. Jones (at the telephone)
Hello,
shadows of children. But they are Is that you, dear?
only shadows, only at the most charmMrs. Jones (at the other end) Yes,
ing pictures. They give you as much Edward.
as If they were painting or sculpture
Mr. Jones I won't be home for dinfor In children's bodies art has al- ner tonight and probably not until
ways had Interest enough only what very late afterward. Don't sit up for
a child looks like, the pretty weak- me.
ness, the instinct for play, the native
Mrs. Jones What is It, lodge night,
gesture and movement Not till the or work at the office?
"return to nature," not till the spirit
Mr. Jones Neither. Collins and the
of romance moved on the waters at gang want me to
stay here at the club
the end of the eighteenth century, do for dinner and there's to be a little
you find poets beginning to tell of the game in the evening.
I think I can
thought and faith In a child's mind, bring home a few dollars to you for a
the mysteries of the child's heart, the new hat or something.
fancies that are dreams and the fanMrs. Jones Oh, very well. But if
cies that are visions. You may think you lose, don't You dare say anything
too
that they have gone
far, that they to" me about what I dropped at bridge
laborious
read into childhood tb
yesterday. And Edward-- Mr.
philosophizing and sometimes the laJones Yes, dear.
bored sentimentality of the adult. But
Mrs. Jones Come home moderately
no one who loves children will deny sober. Stick to beer. The last time
that the best of the children In nine- you mixed 'em and you remember It
teenth century books have a far richer took two of your friends and a cop to
reality, a far fuller life than any that bring you home. I won't be up when
were born in earlier words. And some you come home don't wake me.
of the best are in Dickens.

Writers of the Nineteenth Century
Responsible for Valuable Addition to Literature.

REMEMBER THE LOVED ONES

Isle of

GIVE REALITY TO THE CHILD

self-lov-

e

The Limit.
"Well, I see that that Jackass Elderberry has gone and put his head
In the noose again," said Hawkins.
"Worse than that," said Banta. "He's
got it In the noose papers."

About the Camel.
In a school in the South of Ireland
a schoolboy of tender years is said to
have produced the following essay on
the camel:
"The cannlmal Is a sheep of the desert. It is called a backterla because
It has a hump on its back. The cannlmal Is very patient, and will lie down
and die without a groan, but when it
Is angry it gets its hack up, which is
The shep
called taking the hump.
herds of cannimals la called Arabs.
When they live In towns they are
called street Arabs. When the cannlmal goes on a journey It drinks as
much as It can to last for many days.
Such animals are called accquiducks.
Those that cannot carry enough are
jailed inebriates."

22,

cyzm

1312.

TREMBLES

Asking Zeue To Improve Him, the God
Created and Showed Him the
Camel.

n,

Courtesy is a characteristic of the
Japanese, especially amongst officials, and Mr. A. M. Thompson, in
describing his travels through the
says
Land of the Chrysanthemum,
that even the word "please" Is in
Japan elaborated Into a lingual art.
Here is en example:
.
"The guard in the train to Toklo
caused us much amusement. When he
came round to examine tickets he began by standing at the end of the car,
took off his cap to the honorable assembly, bowed to the ground, rubbed
his knees with his hands, drew in his
breath audibly, and delivered' hlniBelf
of an announcement in Japanese which
I translate as follows:
"'Your most honorable excellencies
most
and
ones, I hope you will pardon
this creature of mud for having been
born into this world to ask you, most
gracious and superior ones, to show
your augustly blessed tickets, after
which I beg you will honorably deign
to grind and crush me, who am but
as a snail of the soil beneath your
kindly sandals!'
"The passengers bowed profoundly
In return, rubbed their , knees with
their hands, sucked In their breath
with the peculiar whistling sound
which is the special expression of a
Japanese greeting, and then produced
After this
their honorable tickets.
there was more bowing on both sides,
and the guard, still bowing, vanished."

WHY

In Addition to Conserving Rainfall,
They Are of Other Aids to
Agriculture.

In the Island of Ushant the "Isle
of Fear" there exists a custom probably unknown in any other part of
When a native dies
ChrJstendomv
abroad or Is lost at sea, his relatives
have a small wax cross made, some
seven Inches long. This is solemnly
gram.
"Arrive at 10 a. m. Have the cour- taken to the church and presented to
the priest, who deposits it In a box,
age now to tell you everything."
like a cinerary urn, that hangs
Gwendolyn could not solve the mys- shaped
of the altar of St
tery. Jim was always so confidential on the south side
with her. Was he going to announce Joseph. This is called the "Pro Ella"
his engagement to some other girlT cross, and is supposed to stand for
the spirit of the dead. These memoHow could she stand the strain?
When Jim met Gwendolyn he tried rial symbols are allowed to accumulate in the box till the next church
to embrace her In the most lover-lik- e
mission comes round. As these revifashion.
val services are held only once In ev"How dare you," said Gwendolyn, In
ery four or five years, the number of
dignantly pushing the young man crosses may be very considerable, A
aside. "Since when are you accustomIs then set apart for their solemn
ed to taking such liberties? No man day
is the great day, the
Interment
but the man I marry will I allow to climax of theItmission.
The church is
kiss me."
in black and crowded with a
draped
"Then I'm the man," announced Jim.
congregation,'
many of
"Aren't we engaged? .Didn't you pity mourning
whom break out into loud walling,
me because I waBn't courageous
The crosses are brought from their
enough to propose and sent me this urn In solemn procession, a requiem
postal?"
mass Is said over them, and then they
Gwendolyn, taking the card, read:
are carried to the churchyard, the
iron door of the tomb la unlocked, and
"Here's a lover's knot.
Can you tie It?
they are Interred with full honors.
I know the way,
Throughout the year hardly a day
So let's try It"
passes but some pious soul comes to
Then she attempted to explain how sprinkle the tomb with holy water
and say a prayer before it for the
and why she had sent that one.
dead. Wide World Magazine.
"My dear," said Jim, "I only sent
you the same as the others who were
kind to me while I was here, tor you
Inland's Big Cavern.
never showed any special Interest, and
A Frenchman made the first comusually acted like a human Icicle when
plete exploration of one of the largest
I was around."
caverns In the world, that at Mitchels-tow"That's because I cared so much. I
Ireland. The explorer was Mar-tewas too proud to show my feelings,"
who is also famous for his dissaid Gwendolyn.
coveries In the caverns of France.
"Those cards didn't signify any The Mltchelstown cavern Is formed in
thing, but this one," he added In a ten- limestone, and is remarkable for the
der tone, "la worth more than all the number and extent of its connected
power, money and glory In the world passages, which, when plotted on a
to me."
chart resemble the streets of a city.
"Oh, Jim, to think I had to propose The length of the cave is about a mile
to you, but I'm glad I am a victim of and a quarter, and it contains some
circumstances, only If you really, truly animal Inhabitants, including a spelove me, don't ever tell how we be cies of
spider, which are peculiar to
came engaged."
it and have their entire existence
within its recesses.- - The Sunday MagCOURTESY MADE A FINE ART azine.
Japanese Excel All Peoples In Flowery Expression of Polite-nea-t.

PROVEC

Eliminate the Vacant Seat and th
Church Will Bloom Into
Splendid Health.
menacing

Verse

FORESTS

JUNE

Thornless Blackberries.
I have heard of thornless blackberries having been discovered In North
Carolina and along the eastern coaBt,
but unfortunately the berries were not
of any use for food. I have also grown
but not by any means thornless, ones 40 years ago. Electricity was
also known Tor thousands of years, but
It was worthless until developed
Steam was also useless as an aid in
performing the labor of mankind until
some one made it useful. It Is the
same with the thornless blackberry. It
Is now productive;
delicious to eat,
large and in every way valuable for
food, and absolutely smooth like the
twig of an apple tree. There are seed
less apples In existence today, but
none of them are of any commercial
value. There was once a
stoneless plum, but it was not larger
than a large bean, and was not fit for
human food. The bush was an
thorny one and the fruit absolutely useless. Now there are, growing
an my farms, splendid prunes and
plums which are stoneless. Nature
gives us a hint and it Is man's busi
ness to carry out the work to produce
results. Luther Burbank In the Chris
tian Herald.
d

Kindly

PUL PIT

Lax-Fo-

The first time Holpeter taw the dog
be walked on rapidly and tried to
think of something else. Memories of
past benevolence 1a the canine lines
and their resultant troubles prompted
him to adopt this course. All bis life
Holpeter had been seeing homeless
dogs, and even be had reached the
point where he realised that It was
lot always well to have too acute a
vision.

s

Way.

:an d:

.

Intentions

Choir Loft

If you had a medicine that would
strengthen the liver, the stomach, the
CHURCH OF THE IMMACULATE kidneys and the bowels, and at the
CONCEPTION Adrian
Rabeyrolle. same time make yon strong with a
pastor.
tonic, don't yon believe yens
First maae at 7 a. m.; second man systemic
be well?
would
soon
it 10 a. m. Sunday school in English
S
at
and Spanlsb at p. m, in Spanish
Way."
That's "The
1:30 p. m. Rosary and benediction
We ask you to buy the first bottle
yt the blessed sacrament at 7:30 p. on
the money-bacplan, and you will
m.
sell yon the teo
to
Catb.ecb.lwn for English, speaking ask your druggist
ond.
mlldrea on Tuesday 4 p. m.. and oo
Saturday 10 a. m.; tor Spanish speak.
It keep your whole Insides right
ng children on Thunday 4 p. m., and
There Is nothing else mad Ilk
m Saturday at 9 a, m.
Lax-Fo-

e

k

Further, this particular dog was not
dog a sane person
would care to see. It might have been
almost anything In the line of dog ex.
Remember the name
CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF SOR
cept a Mexican hairless, because It
Sold by the Central Drug Co.
was so grimy and matted that its or- R0W8 Rev. Paul Gilberton, pastor.
iginal style of architecture and decoraFirst mass at 6:30 a. m., third Sun
tion was quite obliterated. But Hoi.
mass 8:30,
lay excepted. Second
SOCIETY,
CHRISTIAN 8CIENCE
peter had caught a glance from Its termon In
hymns rendered Regular services every Sunday mornEnglish,
m.
his
struck
turned
He
that
eye
up
fur collar and dug his hands farther by the children under the direction ing at 11 o'clock and Wednesday even
into his pockets and strode on, fro wav- f the Sisters of Loretto. Third mam ing at 8 o'clock In O. R. C. halt
at 10:30 a. m., sermon In Spanish.
ing.
"I came near bringing a dog home," Prom 3 to 4 Sunday school. At 4
TEMPLE MONTEFIORE Douglas
Holpeter told hit wife at dinner that Benediction
Sacra avenue and Ninth street, S. Pelper,
of the Blessed
night
ment At the New Mexico Hospital rabbL
"My goodness I " cried she. 1 should
fourth
(or the Insane mass every
Services and sermon every Friday
think you'd hare more sense!"
"Oh, I wa just jokiag!" Holpeter Sunday by the pastor.
sight at 8 o'clock. Services for chiV
made haste to say. "We can't have
dren and Sabbath school every Satura dog In a flat"
FIRST METHODIST EPISCOPAL day morning at 10 o'clock.
CHURCH Cor. Eighth street and NaThe next morning aa he he walked tional avenue, hi. C. Anderson, pastor
SHILOH BAPTIST CHURCH Cor
down the street Holpeter saw the dog
Sunday scho at 9:45. Preaching at ner Columbia and Railroad Avenues,
again, shivering In th) mouth of an 11
o'clock Epworth League at 6:45; Rev. W. R Burgess. Pastor.
alley, tall between legs.
preaching service at 8:00.
evening
recklesssaid
"Good boy!" Holpeter
Preaching 11 a. in, and 8 p. m, by
A cordial invitation is extended to
ly and snapped his fingers.
the pastor; Sunday school 9:45 a. m.;
The dog put forward one shivering ill who have no other place of wor B. Y. P. TT., I p. m. All are welcome
paw and then huddled back. It was hlp to attend divine services at this to
attend these services.
too cold evidently to risk the effort ihurch.
which might end in a rebuff.
""""""""'
RACE WAR OVER.
That noon In the midst of his hot
CHRISTIAN
CHURCH
lunch Holpeter choked. "Bet It hasn't
Santa Fe, N. M., June 22. The
had a square meal for weeks!" h Main and Eighth streets, W. R. Qulg- - race war at Clovls haa ended rather
growled.
gin. Pastor.
abruptly according to the Information
"Huh?" said the man who was talk10 a. m. Bible school.
received by Captain Fred Fornoft of
ing to him.
11 a. m. Communion and preach- the mounted police in a letter from
"Nothing at all 1" Holpeter snapped.
service. Subject: Psalm 23, third Sergeant J. W. Collier, who with Poing
The next morning In his pocket reverse:
"He Restored My SouL"
liceman Street, went to Clovls last
of
meat
neat
a
and
little
posed
packet
m. Christian Endeavor.
7
conp.
was
bones and Holpeter
week. Collier Is now in Albuquerterribly
Sub8 p. m. Preaching; service.
cerned when the dog was not at the
que, but will return to Clovls.
usual alley. He found the beast a ject, "I Am the True Vine."
In his letter, he reported that he
block away, however, and gave him
7:45 p. m. Prayer and the other policemen assisted by
Wednesday,
the food. He stood watching It eat
and workers' conference.
Stan Fe special officers had arrested
and was run Into by six men Inside meeting
Ed Klser and Mickey and Clarence
of a minute.
"Say," Holpeter broke out to his ST. PAUL'S MEMORIAL CHURCH. Conlcy despite the Strong fooling
wife that evening, "he'd be a fine litThird Sunday after Trinity, June against the officers there. He said
tle fellow if he bad a bath and was 23, 1912. -the two Conley boys waived prelimifed up!"
communion, 7:30.
Holy
nary hearing and were toeld to the
Mrs. Holpeter, ,wlth wifely intuition,
9:45.
school,
grand jury. Klser was released ty
Sunday
jumped the conversational gap and
the justice of the peace but was at
Morning prayer and sermon, 11
guessed right the first time. "Henry,"
cnargea wita imp
she said, "I wish you'd get that dog
Chapman Lodge No. 2, "A."F. &. one
out of your mind! Do you remember A. M., will be In attendance at the sonatlng an officer and held to the
the collie you brought home which 11 o'clock service to. commemorate grand jury on that charge.
ate up your aunt'B new sealskin and St. John's
Day.
Sergeant Collier said he had Selost you a legacy?"
Full
and
crucifier.
cured
vested
qholr
damaging evidence against the
"Well, there are no more legacies
This church Is open dally for pri sheriff there and had turned It over
to lose," said her husband cheerfully.
to the district attorney. He said the
"And if you could see his pathetic vate prayer and meditation.
eyes!"
Copies of service and hymns sup- sheriff rendered him no aid but on
Holpeter each morning began to get plied.
the contrary had exhibited a pistol
anxious when he was a block away
before residents of Clovls and Spefrom the alley frequented by the dog.
BAPTIST CHURCH. Corner Main cial Officer Snowden ot the Santa
If he failed to see It he hung around
to wait for It His efforts to furth- avenue and Sixth street, Rev. N. B. Fe and had threatened them. Col' lier said it was necessary to take his
er his acquaintance with the little Green, Pastor.
beast went for naught. The dog bad . Preaching at 11 a. m., and 7:30 p. witnesses to Roswell and then bring
stood so much abusethat Its suspi- m. Sunday School at 9; 45 a. m. A. them back for trial In order to keep
cions were deep.
M. Young People's meeting at 6:30 p. them from being Intimidated or InFinally on a day which was so cold tn. The public is Invited.
jured.-.
It Is reported that the Santhat Ice cream would have tasted like
officials are considering the Imta
Fe
a hot drink Holpeter threw caution to
FIRST SEVENTH DAY ADVENT-1S- mediate removal of the shops and
the winds.
CHURCH C McReynolds
pas terminal buildings fdom Clovls be"It's a shame," he said, "to think of
that nice little dog freezing to death tor. Regular services In the Chris-tlo- cause of the hostile attitude shown
and starving and nobody willing to put
church, corner of Main and by the people there not only towards
out a helping hand! I'm going to take Eighth street Sabbath school at 2 the negroes who were train
porters,
him home and fix him up!"
Sabbath (Saturday) hut towards all Santa Fe interests.
p. m., every
preaching at 3 p. m. All who are InFired by this virtuous resolve, Hol- terested in Bible study are cordially
peter left work an hour earlier than Invited to attend.
Each age ot our lives has lta joys.
usual' that afternoon to search for the
Old people should be happy, and they
friendless pup.
When he saw it
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH. will be if Chamberlain's Tablets are
and whistled It edged away.
the digestion and
"Poor chap!" Holpeter said.
"It Rev. Norman Skinner, pastor. Douglas taken to strengthen
keep the bowels regular. These tabvenue and Tenth street
doesn't know I'm his friend!"
lets are mild and gentle in their acThe dog ran across the street and
Morning worship and sermon at 11 tion and especially suitable for people
Holpeter followed, narrowly escaping o'clock. Bible study and Sunday of middle age and older. For sale by
the wheels of an automobile and fol- school session
at 9:45 a. to. Young all dealers.
lowed by the lavish remarks of its
at 7 p. m.
Society
People's
chauffeur. Once on the sidewalk the dog
a sprained ankle may as a rule be
The church extends a most hearty
started to run and Holpeter broke Infrom three to four days by'
to a gallop. The woman whose hand- Invitation to all people. Strangers cured In Chamberlain's
Liniment and
applying
on
a coatsleeve and sojourners in the city especially observing the directions with each
bag he carried away
button In his haBte protested so vocif- welcomed.
bottle. For sale by all dealers.
erously that Holpeter, quite unconscious of his crime, was forced to
stop because of the crowd that harassed him.
Everybody told the policeman that
Round Trip Excursion Rates
Holpeter was trying his best to get
away because they saw him dodging
and running! It was an exceedingly
cold evening and the policeman was
not in a pleasant frame of mind.
&
Holpeter got home at 11 o'clock that
night and told his Impassioned story
to his wife.
Los Anjjeles
"Well," she said when he had ended
San Diego
his harrowing tale, "what became of
the dog?"
San Francisco and return direct
"Dog!" roared Holpeter. "If he has
any sense he's running yet!"
Seattle Tacoma & other points $GO.QO
Tragedies Told In Headlines.
"Barber Suggests 'Hair Tonic' to
Bald Headed Man."
Tickets for sale begining Apr. 27th, on special dates
"Pastor's Parrot Tries to' Help Him
the Summer months. Stop overs allowed in either
Ask a Blessing at Company Dinner."
"Great Airing of Soiled Linen; Fire
For further information. Call' on or write.
in Chinese Laundry."
"Two Society Leaders Accidentally
Meet In Pawnshop."
D.L. BATCIIELOR, Agent,
y
"Manicure Lady Recognizes
Husband by His Warts."
"Fighting Editor in Wheu Kicker

at all the sort of

United Through Literature.
More than one literary man owes a
nappy marriage to his books. Long
jefore she first met her future hus
jand had Elizabeth Barrett felt her- ielf drawn toward the author of "Bella
she
ind Pomegranates," of which
nakes the hero of "Lady Geraldine's
2ourtship" eay: "Some Pomegranate
f Browning's, which, if cut deep down
he middle, shows the heart within
of a veined humanity."
Shooting on an English Estate.
N'or was Browning Insensible to the
A gentleman from London was inharm of the lady's work, so that the vited to go for "a day's snipe shoot
nevitable, thugh delayed, meeting, re- - ing" In the country. The invitation
mlted in a love which, overcoming all was accepted and the host and guest
ibstacles, resulted In the happiest of shouldered guns and sallied forth In
inlons.
quest of game.
After a time a solitary snipe' rose,
and promptly tell to the visitor's first
History as She's Told.
barrel.
When Jean' Leon Gerome's painting
The host's face fell also.
if the dead Caesar was on exhibition
"We may as well return," he reIn the Corcoran gallery a Chicago vis
marked, gloomily, "for that was th
itor heard this conversation between Only snipe In the neighborhood.
son, who
The bird had afforded excellent
i woman and her
were looking at the stricken Caesar sport to all his friends for six weeks.
lying at the foot of Pompey's statue
while the conspirators were disap
Wireless to Synchronize Clocks.
pearing in the distance.
All public clocks In the German em
"Mamma," said the boy, "what Is
pire will hereafter be synchronized
the matter with the man?".
A
"When you get older," answered the by means of wireless telegraphy.
now
In
a
new
clock
station
master
will
it
all
about
read
mother, "you
In history.
The man Is Julius Caesar. being constructed at the town cf Fulda
He has Just been shot by Mark An will actuate the radlotransmltter every
The tower over the station
minute.
thony."
will be 300 feet high. A census recently taken of the public clocks in Lon
don shows the importance of such a
Its Moral.
"The thermometer Is much like men project, because a etotal Variation was
found of twenty-onminutes, fr6m
In one respect."
slow to fast. Only 3ft per cent of the
"What is that?"
"When it once begins to take a timepieces gave the correct Greenwich Calls Bt Office."
time.
irop, it falls by degrees."
d
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WILL APPRECIATE

IN A STOCK CF I!

JUST LAID

Special 50 Feet coupled

Panama Bailors, tailor made bats
and a full line of summer goods, all
at cost to close on( my stock. 609
Sixth street Mrs. L. P. Wright.

I HE D&VTS

'

i3SISTEE3T

ON THE QUALITY CF THE GOODS WE PURCHASE

AND PARTICULARLY PARTICULAR
IN OUR DEALINGS WITH OUR PATRONS

Let Us Have Your Ordes That We may Prove
This Statement

J. H. STEARNS
PURE THINGS TO EAT

J

L

--

fx

ti

aLjrbw

Every visitor in Las Vegas to call
upon us. Bring your friends. Our store
is one of the show places of Vegas.

ROBERT J. TAUPERT

At the present time there are ac
commodations for between 700 and
800 persons registered at the bureau
of Information, for the period tiefore
and after July 4, and this number Is
increasing every day. The secretary
of the bureau has requested that per
sons who have listed rooms, notify
him when they have rented any of
these, as In several cases he has sent
people to houses' only to find that the
rooms have already been taken.
Work was commenced this morning
on additional lunch room and counter
at the Castaneda hotel. The structure
will be located on the west side of the
hotel, extending from the porch to the
driveway. A checking room and news
stand will also be erected on the Castaneda grounds facing the station
will be
Accommodation
platform.
made for checking 3,000 pieces. Both
are to be only temporary structures
for the accommodation of the crowds
that will be here during the period
around July- 4.

This Service
us

all the big, heavy7 flat pieces
your family washing and
have us wash and Iron them,
and then do the few remaining pieces at home yourself,
than to bother with a washer'

We are Receiving a Fresh Line of Vegetables
Every Day, The Following are Some:
Green'Oriibns
Radishes
Lettuce
Soup Bunches Asparagus
Parsley
Kohlrabi
Beets
.Jurnips,.
Cucumbers Caul if lour
Carrots
Cabbagen
Peas
Rhubarb
Wax & Green Beanst: Tomatoes
'

iAlsq fruits
CHERRIES, California and New Mexico
;

APRICOTS

--

-

GOOSEBERRIES

The members or the Fortnightly club
are planning to charter the Fraternal
Brotherhood hall, where Wavenport,
aassisted by Wolf & Wolf, are running
dances, for next Tuesday evening. The
floor there is excellent and the music
unusually good and an enjoyable even-

A. F. M, Cunstance
Hymn, "Nearer My God to Thee,"
Some twenty-fou- r
registered guests,
L. MasC i
from all sections of the country, were Recessional, 383, "Holy Holy,
Holy,'
visitors at Hermit's lodge during the
J. B. Dykes
;
first two weeks In June. The names
and residences of the guests is as fol- A COMPLETE Boda water fountain
lows: Myra A. Hart, Oswego, Mich.;
for Bale cheap.
Inquire at the
Mr. and Mrs. Shaski, Oswego, Kon.;
White Kitchen. .
Mrs. C. O'Malley and Children. East
Las Vegas; Miss Julia Fleck, East.
WANT AN EXTRA SESSION
Las Veuas; Z. W. Montague, East Las
Deming, N. M June 22. A petition
Vegas; Thomas Crowder, Tolar, X. M ; has been received at Deming asking
E. L. Hoy, Custer, Okla.; Mr. and Mrs. the assistance of
the officers of Luna
Edna county In the matter of petitioning the
Henry Herman, Oklahoma;
Comstock, Harry Wingo, Las Vegas; governor to call an extra session of
Walter Randolph, East Las Vegas; L. the state legislature for the purpose
E. Edwards, Frejeuom, Nebraska; Mr. of
considering the "salary bill." The
and Mrs. Noble, Lo Angeles, Calif.; petition receivied wbb from Dona Ana
Thomas Dowd, Boston; Rev. M. D. county and it, was signed
hy all of
Smith, Kansas; H. E. Graver, Kansas the officers of that county.
City; Mrs. C. Smith, Los Angeles; 0.
Frank Senderling, Deming; Miss Nora
TEXAS GIVES PROTECTION.
McCalliater, Hot Springsi N. M.; Mrs.
El Paso, Tex., June 22. The miliM. N. Chaffln, East Las Vegas.
tary chess board of northern Mexico,
as viewed today presents a series of
BASEBALL TOMORROW. t
likely complications along the AmeriA real pitcher's
battle in which can border, Judging from the
plan of
Tommy Lochard the star Trinidad campaign as outlined by Mexican fed"
twlrler, and Kirkland, the Maroons' eral officers.
slab artist, will be the shining lights,
Pasengers from Chihuahua report
will be the program scheduled for a
mutinous, dangerous spirit among
tomorrow afternoon at Amusement the rebels
gathered there and even
park, at which time the Trinidad ag- go so far as to predict that; the insur-recto- s
gregation and the Maroons will meet
will put up no fight at Baoh-inibin the second and concluding game
but flee toward Juarez and hlie
o rthe seriesi
They were to meet American border. Coincidentaliy with
this afternoon. "Rusty" Haven was with the attack on the rebel
strongscheduled to work on the mound for holds around Chihuahua
by General
the Colorado boys and Sorensen for Huerta's federal forces
moving nortn-warthe locals. .'From all reportfs the
itwo distinct federal movements
Trinidad team is a fast one and this are
shaping themselves on both the
afternoon's contest promised to be a east and west side of
Juarez, the
hot one. Tomorrow's game will be Mexican town across
the river from
called at 3 o'clock.
El Paso.
The weatherman slipped up on 'his close to theScenting possible activity
United
Adjutant
fair weather schedule at the last min-ut- e General Hutchlns andStates,
Coloner Walk-- .
this afternoon and it was neceser, quartermaster general, both of the
sary to call off the game between the Texas militia, are here at the orders
LaS Vegas Maroons and the Trinidad team. However, the game tomorrow afternoon
will be played as
scheduled with Tommy Lochard of

woman.
Our charge for this service

to-

tals but little for the entire Tot
of sheets, tablecloths, towels,
napkins, handkerchiefs, etc.
These articles are washed wonderfully clean and white by our
process, and are ironed with a
fine finish.
Take advantage of the service.

Trinidad, and Kirkland as the opposing twirlers. The Colorado aggregation arrived this afternoon, and from
appearances are a good bunch of ball
players. The team is backed by the
Colorado Fuel company and is made
up of the fastest ball itossers In the
southwest. The team has defeated
the best there is in southern Colo
rado and cornea to the Meadow City
determined to muss up the Maroons'
perfect record. The game tomorrow
will be called promptly at 3 o'clock.

Las Veas Steam
Phone Miia

81

617 Douglas

STORE

FERNDELL
JAM AND
PRESERVES

FOR SALE Cheap ticket to Kansas
City. Address Box '291, City.

Laundry
Are

Wall tent, gasoline stove
and fixtures for lunch stand, Call at
shooting gallery on Center street.

I
I

Celery Plant Time

THE LAST DAY
PUT THIS CHAIR
ON YOUR PORCH

l!

The broad rush fibres in it are tough and elastic.
You'll find it fits you as comfortably as if it were
padded
to your measure yet it has the coolness you want in summer
furniture.
You'll find too that the tough fibres will endure all kinds
ofstorms and rough weather, and without special care will last
-

foryears.
It isn't fair to your indoor furniture to put it to the test of

weather. Put out two or .three of these good
chaTTs
where they'll be handy to drop into at the end of a tired
day
and see how much more pleasure you get out of life.
Only a little to pay."
out-do-

From 03,00 io $5.00
J-- OmrJOHrJSEfl & SOD!
OQSIERIUTCIIEII CABIIIETS

fj)

5QC
Street11

FRY AN AD. IN THE

rj

PERRY ONION & SON
SEEDSMEN

&

FLORISTS

There's a Reason

They Are Pure
SoId by

!
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"1XIUT Ml HUMPH
If HI! I bULUInl.0

The movement of forces
Sonora on Juarez appears formidable.
The campaign on Juarez has begun.
More than 2,000 men are being mobilized west of here. Two columns with
artillery will be directed toward Juarez and a third sent southward to
prevent a rear attack by rebels coming up from Chihuahua. E. C. Llor-entthe Mexican consul, made emphatic announcement today that
wliJle the federal government was
planning to retake Juarez the town
would be bombarded on a line parallel to the American boundary and
bullets would be aimed away from
the United States. The rebels have
given assurances of am opposite
They have let It be known
that on account of alleged discrimination by the United States In favor of
e,

PLANTS READY NOW

EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

JUNE 22 IS POSITIVELY

I

BOUCHER!
"The Store of Satisfaction"

M

na-itur-e.

121

the Mexican government in the matter of obtaining arms, they would not
feel obligated to take any precaution with their fire.
There are those In El Paso, however, who believe no fighting will materialize across the river. This belief 1st founded on constantly recurring stories from Chihuahua that thV
rebels"&re devoid of ammunition an
are quarreling among themselves.
A Mennet, traveling representative,
of the Charles Ilfeld company,
re-

turned last night from a short business trip to Santa Fe and points south
from of here.

FOR SALE

OF FRESH COMB HONEY
CO.

AT GOEEnOEOGEnS

of Governor Colquitt to take such measures as will prevent American" citizens from suffering in case of fighting across the river. Just what the
state of Texas will do to prevent a
repetition of events last year, when
several Americans were killed and
wounded from bullets' fired in the
combat across the line, has not been
divulged, but it is stated.; pn reliable
authority that the Texas military establishment has determined no .longer to wait upon the federal government at Washington in case of an
emergency, but will act ot Its own accord.

Use Nothing But

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.

We Have Received a Shipment

AT THE ORAAF & HAYWARD

Hats and Underwear

DAY

.

Saves Money
In

The Home oi The Best ot Everything Eatable

SAINT JOHN'S

Saint John's Day will be celebrated
tomorrow morning at 11 o'clock at St
church
Paul's Memorial
Episcopal
with special services. On this occa
sion the member of Chapman lodge
No. 2 A. F. and A. M. will be In at
tendance. Rev. J. 8. Moore, rector
of the church will preach. The music
al program, to be rendered by a full
vested choir Is as follows:
Processional Hymn "Jerusalem the
Golden"
La Jenne
Venlt, Exultemus, Domino, Chant
J. Randall
Gloria Patrl, Chant
J. Randall
Te Deum Laudamus In E. Flat
A. F. M. Cunstance
Anon
Benedlctus, Chant
Hymn 507, "The Son of God Goes
S. B. Whitney
Forth to War"
Anthem, "In the Beginning, God,"

Straw

d

It's really cheaper to send

Maker of Uncommon Jewlery.

to- -

Miss Pearl Dougherty, who for the
ing Is expected.
(
past several months has bepn employ
ed In El Tovar hotel In the Grand
The board of control of the armory
Canyon, Is now behind the counter of
has
been annoyed lately by persons
the news stand of the Cast an ed a hotel.
breaking into the buildlmf. Locks
have been picked and ruined and win. A
called communication of Chap
dows have been broken. The board
man Lodge No. 2 A. F. and A. M. will
taicen provisions for havin? the
lias
be held at Masonic Temple Sunday, St.
watched at night and paTjons
John's Day, at 10 a. m., June 23, 1912, armory
caught
loitering about the building
to attend dlvlnp service at St. Paul's
or trying to break Into it will be punMemorial church, J. S. Moore rector.
ished and required to pay for any
Visiting brothers welcome.
damage that they have done.
The Spring Chicken club Is plan
ning a dance for next Friday evening.
This Is the first dance of the year for
the broilers and should be an enjoy
able one. Most of the members of
the club, who have been out of the
city attending school during the1 winter months lave returned, and all will
be present at the affair.

DiscourjT sale

On Hen's and Boys Suits,

Regular dance at the Armory
Special tonight from 6 to 10 p. m.
SImlson'a orchestra.
15c cambric linen handkerchiefs, 4 aighr.
for 25c at Talcfcerts, Douglas avenue.

'.

IHSISTEflTLY

Die

$4,50

In

Small (short half pints)
30o
, .T.l t
Medium
50o
:UY.KK
85o
Large
This oil is guaranteed equal or superior to the higher priced
imported brands and will please the palate of the Conniseur.'

THE CASH GROCER.
"THE STORE THAT'S ALWAYS BUSY"

OF THE

LUDWIG Wm. ILFELD

Finch's Golden Wedding Rya, aged
the wood. Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of course.

The Famous Phoenix Olive Oil

QuLY OIIE MORE DAY

PHONE IAIN 379

Call Mala 229 for your Ice iream for
Sunday. 50 cents per quart.

(:

1912.

Ply Guaranteed Garden Hose Made by
Boston Woven Hose & Rubber Co.

Try dram of Old Taylor bourboo
at the Opera Bar.
THE FACT THAT WE HAVE

22,

arden Hose

I

Try Aclternian'a

JUNE

1

Harry W. Kelly, of Gross .Kelly and
Company of this city, went from Santa
Fe to Albuquerque last evening.
FAREWELL
Winthrop,

TO
HISTORIC ELM.
Mass., June 22. Exercises were held here today under the
old
"Gibbons
elm,"
prim'nrf
to the cutting down of the historic-trenext week. The exercises were
conducted under the auspices of the

Winthrop Historical society and
were participated In by members of
the Ancient 'and Honorable company
of Massachusetts of which Major Edward Gibbons, from whom the ancient tree derived its name, was captain In the early part of the seven-

teenth century.

